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SPORTS: Hudson Resigns As Tigers' Head Coach

Benson International to build
new facility in Trigg County
County. I want to thank Benson
International. Inc. for choosing
Kentucky as the location for this
economic development project,"
said Gov. Fletcher. "My administration will continue our commitment to providing more jobs
and opportunity for the families
of the Commonwealth."
Special to the Ledger
With nearly 40 years of
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Ernie Fletcher and Cabinet for experience building rugged and
Economic
Development reliable transportation equipSecretary
Gene
Strong ment. Benson International is
announced today the decision by now one of the largest custom
Benson International, Inc., a trailer and body builders in the
manufacturer of steel and alu- business. Currently operating
minum truck trailers and bodies, plants in West Virginia,
to locate a new $10 million Pennsylvania and Tennessee, the
facility in the Trigg County company's new 180,000 square
Industrial Park creating 250 new foot facility located on 14 acres
in Cadiz will house two comfull-time jobs for Kentuckians.
"This is a tremendous oppor- plete production lines.
"While Benson International
tunity for the workforce in Trigg
has always been a significant

Plant will
employ 250
full-time

JOHN VVRIGHTLedger & Times photo

A "for sale" sign sits in the front of the Will Linn home on
North Sixth Street, which houses the Murray Art Guild. In
order to continue growing, the guild is looking for a new
home.

'Growing pains'
include saying
goodbye to art
guild's home
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Growing pains can put a kink
in what people are accustomed.
but that doesn't mean change
has to diminish an identity.
The Murray Art Guild has
been housed in the former Will
Linn home on North Sixth Street
for more than three decade. But
in order to expand its programs,
the guild is looking for neu
space.
"Sometimes it seems like a
private clubhouse on a hilt, but
we are very interested in community." Murray Art Guild
President
Debbi
Henry
Danielson said of the downtown
location."We also are interested
in expanding our youth proDuring a meeting last
Saturday, the art guild board
approved selling the house. It
has been since been put on the
market and has a couple of
showings to interested people.
The two-story. 3.300-square
foot house is used for workshops. exhibitions and artist studios. Sometimes the activities
overlap. Danielson said, and
guild members wish someone
looking at exhibits didn't have
to lean over someone trying to
finish a painting or drawing. The
most traffic comes through the
house for the juried art show
each spring, the annual holiday
sale and the Young Master's
exhibit.
"We'd like to host more than

It hasn't been
an easy decision.
We've been talking
about this for three
years, and we're finally admitting we're
outgrowing it.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Sometimes precious memories may disappear for a while only to come rushing
back in an instant at the sight of something
as insignificant as an old photo — or an old
cartoon, found stuck inside a book.
That's what F. H. Spiceland experienced
as he was leafing through an old Bible
recently. The tattered,
white-covered book
was his close companion while serving with
the US Army's 448th
Antiaircraft Battalion
in England, France,
Belgium,
the
Netherlands
.and
Germany
during
Spiceland World War II.
Inside he found a
cartoon of himself in uniform daydreaming
about his newlywed wife, Juanita, that had
been drawn by a cartoonist friend as they
awaited transport home by ship at an Army
base near Marseille, France.
Juanita is now deceased, so finding the
cartoon brought back a flood of memories
both of his artist friend and his 4gsire to get
back home to be with his wife.'
It also brought back memories of how
the cartoon was created almost 60 years
ago.
"I was just sitting there and he drew that
of me," Spiceland said. "I didn't even know
what he was doing. We were just sitting
there waiting - anything to pass the time."
He said one of his best buddies, Carmen
A. Pitt!). drew the cartoon; an apparent
characature of himself.
"We were good friends all through basic
training and all of that," Spiceland said
while studying the cartoon at his home last
week. "It favors me quite a bit."
However, he couldn't remember the last
time he had seen the cartoon since that day

one event at a time," Danielson
said. "We'd like to have studios.
a workshop and an exhibit at
once."
To make that happen. the
Murray Art Guild is hoping to
double its space. Ideally, the
guild is hoping to find a singleLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
level structure with easy access Several dozen thoroughbreds
and wide-open space. New have been tested for a bacterial
Murray Art Guild Director infection that has led to quaranKaren Mize Harper said she has tine of two barns at Churchill
a sense of urgency to expand Downs' Trackside training cenprograms, but she also knows ter, where one horse contracted
finding the appropriate accom- the sometimes fatal disease
modations is important.
strangles.
"I hope someone in the comResults of the tests by the
munity will come forward to state veterinarian's office are
support the arts because the arts expected this week. Forty-three
are important to the community. thoroughbreds under trainers
to the children of the communi- Dale Romans and William
ty." Harper said.
"Blackie" Huffman were tested
for the highly contagious bacterial infection that often causes

part of our family of companies business, we feel they will comin the past, we are developing plement our existing industries."
and executing a plan to make it a
Trigg
County
Judgemore significant part of our Executive Berlin Moore added.
future," stated James H. "Buck" "We are pleased that Benson
Hatless, chairman of the board, International has chosen Trigg
International Industries, Inc. County for its new production
"This new state of the art facili- facility. We know that our labor
ty will position Benson to meet force and community support
and exceed those expectations. will make for a very profitable
On behalf of our 'Employee relationship for Benson and the
Owners, I want to express our citizens of Trigg County."
appreciation
to
Governor
David Shore. chairman of
Fletcher, his staff and the great the
Cadiz-Trigg
County
folks of Trigg County for their Economic
Development
untiring efforts to make our plan Commission stated. "We feel
a reality. We look forward to very fortunate that Benson
being a greater part of the International is locating in Cadiz
Kentucky business community." and Trigg County. This develop"Cadiz welcomes Benson ment will have a positive impact
International, Inc. with open on our community and the surarms," stated Cadiz Mayor Lyn rounding counties. This was a
Bailey. "Being one of the largest
custom trailer companies in the

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway veteran F. H. Spiceland found an old cartoon of himself while leafing through an old Bible recently. The cartoon (at right) was sketched by an
Army buddy almost 60 years ago as he was waiting to board a ship in
Marseilles, France at the end of World War II.
so long ago, probably October 1945.
"I was looking through some stuff not
too long ago when I found it," he said. "I
had it folded up inside of my little. white
Bible. I can't remember whether my wife
gave (the Bible) to me or my mother gave
it to me."
Spiceland has had the original art laminated to make sure it survives for years to
come. He went into the Army in Aug.
1942, shortly after he married his wife. At
the time the cartoon was created, he

lymph nodes to swell arid rupture. Churchill spokesman John
Asher said. Several ponies were
also tested.
Asher said precautionary
measures are in place but horsemen need to be aware of the situation.
Since the Trackside case was
confirmed, Churchill Downs
and Turfway Park, the only
Kentucky thoroughbred track
with winter racing, have tightened health checks on all horses
shipping onto their grounds.
As of Friday. Turfway has
required horses to have a veteri-

narian's health certificate issued
24 hours before arrival, Turfway
President Bob Elliston said.
Horses that began arriving last
week to train at Churchill must
meet the same criteria.
The Trackside quarantine
comes less than two months
from the start of Churchill's
spring meet and the May 7
Kentucky Derby.
Asher said the track plans to
monitor the disease in hopes of
preventing its spread.
"It's a concern but not a
major concern for the spring."
Asher said.
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remembers just wanting to see Juanita
again.
"We were waiting on a ship to go home.
I don't remember how long we were there.
three or four weeks, maybe,- he said.
-There was a rumor that another division
had taken our boat and some were really
mad about it. We thought there was going
to be some trouble, but it settled down. I
didn't want any trouble now, after all we
had been through over there, I just wanted.
to go home.-

Give us a call to stop ekliwry and
we'll save your newspapersfor you!

Call 753-1916 and ask

for a "Vacation Pak."

Trainer Walter Bindner, however, said he's worried about
sending horses to Churchill this
spring, even though the strangles case appears to be limited to
Trackside, several miles away
from Churchill Downs.
Bindner has begun vaccinating against the disease and is
considering running horses at
Keeneland.
"I might send my better horses over there rather than even
get them in the city of
Louisville." Bindner said.
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Barge strikes pier, closes bridge Monday
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet's
District 1 office in Paducah reports that the
Canton Bridge in Trigg County reopened to
traffic after a barge struck the center pier
Monday.
According to District 1, the motor vessel
lssa Queena with a tow of 17 barges hit the
center pier of the Canton Bridge around 2:05

Calloway County Fire-Rescue
fire at the
Guard in Paducah indicate the towboat was • Eight men in tour trucks responded Monday to a held
were
acres
two
arrival,
Upon
roads.
the
Flint
into
and
pushed
corner of Wrather
hit by a gust of wind and
g the surroundon fire. A truck on the property backfired, catchinan hour.
center pier of the bridge.
scene about
The bridge carries traffic on US 68/KY ing grass on fire. They were on the
Sheriff's Department
County
ay
Callow
ake
River/L
land
Cumber
the
80 across
reported at 3:34 p.m. Friday on Long Drive.
Barkley at Canton into the eastern entrance • A tree fire was
y Rural Electric Cooperative were notiKentuck
West
of Land Between the Lakes. Approximately CCFR and
fied.
3,000 vehicles use the bridge daily.
after the proper• Extra patrol was requested at 4:40 p.m. Friday
weekend home
his
found
ce
residen
Way
Newton
ty owner of a
stolen.
d
vandalized. Nothing was reporte
Line Road
• A caller reported at 6:10 p.m. Friday his East State
was
case
y
burglar
e
-degre
second
A
ized.
the
residence burglar
ATLANTA (AP) — The sus- walls of
opened.
pect in a crime spree that left a cinder block
items at 11:48
• A caller from Poor Farm Road reported stolen
judge and three others dead room for the
p.m. Friday.
appeared before a magistrate hearing,
behind her
• A caller from Scott Fitts Road reported a field fire
judge Tuesday on a refiled rape which was
y.
Saturda
p.m.
1:11
at
house
at U.S.
charge and was informed that held at the
• An injury accident was reported at 10:24 a.m. Sunday
Ill.,
authorities plan to charge him Fulton
and Ky. 1828 Sara J. Drake, 22, of Thomasonville,
South
641
County Jail.
shoulder
the
on
drove
road,
with murder.
the
off
ran
that
vehicle
a
was driving
went airAssistant
Cobb County Judge Frank
for a distance and hit a driveway culvert. The vehicle according
ict
flip end over end several times,
to
Cox told Brian Nichols that he Distr
ed
appear
and
borne
Nichols
radio and
was being charged, for a third Attorney
to a witness. Drake said she reached over to adjust the after hited
happen
what
unsure
Michele
time, with rape.
then went off the road. She was
on the shoulder
With his hands shackled at McCutcheon informed Cox that ting the culvert. It appeared the vehicle traveled driveway and
the
jumped
culvert,
four
the
hit
pursue
for about 65 yards,
his waist and his ankles shackled the state will
it landed. The vehicle then slid about
together, Nichols only spoke charges of murder against struck two mailboxes when
a stop. EMS transported Drake to
to
coming
before
yards
116
once, when the judge asked him Nichols.
l because she complained of
Hospita
County
Nichols was held without Murray-Calloway
if he had any questions.
pain.
face
and
head
hearbond and no future court
"Not at this time," he said.
p.m. Sunday
• Extra patrol was requested on Radio Road at 7:53
houses
Nineteen officers lined the ings were set.
g
around
snoopin
and
es
mailbox
for subjects damaging
and cars at night.
Murray State University Police Department
at Hart
• Criminal mischief was reported at 3:14 a.m. Friday
second
College. Subjects were reported throwing bottles off the
.
vehicles
the
to
damage
visible
no
was
There
.
floor balcony
disinfected after the quar- Subjects were gone when officers arrived.
were
From Front
antined horses left, and he • Jeremy Bronaugh, of Brandenburg, no age listed, was arrested
Churchill also will dis- after a harassment incident was reported at 1:27 a.m. Sunday at
it....
of
expects
am
I
scared
"That's how
s room.
If it gets in your barn and infect the Trackside barns. He Franklin College. An unwanted individual was in a female'
ment
Depart
Police
comply
Murray
would
track
the
barn's
said
spreads — your whole
p.m. Monday at American Direct
shut down. So it's nothing to with any recommendations from • A theft was reported at 12:44
Blvd.
n
Johnso
bed1300
at
burning
as
such
the state,
fool around with."
— Information is obtained from reports,
It's unclear how the sick ding to prevent bacteria from
logs and citations from various agencies
horse at Trackside was infected. spreading.
Strangles is relatively corn
In a new disclosure, Asher
said several horses in Romans' mon among horses on Kentucky
barn were diagnosed with stran- farms, veterinarian John Griggs
gles at Churchill Downs in late said.
But Elliston said he could not
December and were kept at the
for tax credits under the
a case of strangles at a From Front
barns
after
recall
n
racetrack in isolatio
Industrial
Kentucky
, an
closed Dec. 31. They were Kentucky racetrack in his six
(KIDA)
Act
pment
Develo
peomany
are
There
effort.
team
allowed to leave after getting a years with Turfway. Neither ple to thank for this announce- incentive program aimed at
could Bindner, who has trained
manufacturing
clean bill of health.
ment, which we intend to do in increasing
the
in
There doesn't appear to be a horses for 31 years and races at the near future. What a great employment
connection between the cases at Churchill Downs.
y for Kentucky and Commonwealth.
compan
"I'm sure I would recall it Trigg County."
The Kentucky Cabinet for
Churchill in December and the
the
said
because that's something that
infected horse at Trackside,
The Kentucky Economic Economic Development is
in
said
agency
state
death,"
to
s
you
primary
program
scares
ty
equine
Authori
Ford.
Rusty
Development Finance
preliminarily Kentucky responsible for creatmanager in the state veterinari- Bindner, who is training at the (KEDFA)
New Orleans Fair Grounds this approved Benson International ing new jobs and new investan's office.
ment in the state.
Asher said Romans' stalls winter.

p.m. and the bridge was closed to traffic at
2:35 p.m. Bridge engineers with the
Cabinet's
Transportation
Kentucky
Department of Highways District 1 office
gave the bridge a full inspection, and the OK
was given to reopen the bridge to traffic at
4:45 p.m.
Preliminary reports from the U.S. Coast

Courthouse shooter appears in court

Tall Order

•Quarantined ...

•Benson ...

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Murray's Clint Stewart used stilts to give him access
to the ceiling of one of the rooms at the new site of
the Life House Pregnancy Care Center on Poplar
Street Saturday morning. Stewart needed the stilts
so he could use a nail gun. Assisting Stewart with
his electrical cord is Jim Reason of Hardin.
Approximately 30 volunteers participated in the work
day.

Local News You Need
The Murray Ledger & Times

•Guild...
From Front
With its character and history. the Linn home is a piece of

CRIT LUALLEN
AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
of Public Accounts announces the comThe Commonwealth of Kentucky's Office of the Auditor
s Settlement - 2013EkTaxes as of April
Sheriff'
pletion of the financial audit of the Calloway County
behalf of the Office of the Auditor of
on
d,
prepare
was
letter
ttal
transmi
ng
26. 2004. The followi
d Public Accountants. The Office of
Certifie
PSC,
Gray,
and
Public Accounts, by the firm of Peercy
to perform the financial audit of
PSC
the Auditor of Public Accounts engaged Peercy and Gray,
closely with Peercy and Gray,
worked
and
Taxes
2003
ent
Settlem
s
Sheriff'
the Calloway County
.
PSC during our report review process
Kevin Percy. CPA
Linda Gray, CPA

`.

To the People of Kentucky
Honorable Ernie Fletcher, Governor
Robbie Rudolph, Secretary
Finance and Administration Cabinet
e
Honorable Larry Elkins, Calloway County Judge/Executiv
Honorable Larry W. Roberts, Calloway County Sheriff
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court

The
art is itself, and is representative organization and its home.
as
1967
in
hed
establis
was
guild
s
member
of the guild to many
a way to enrich the community
and the community.
"For some of the older mem- with a place for artists to work
bers, it's painful," Danielson as well as display and sell their
a
said. "It hasn't been an easy projects. Four years later
ution
contrib
a
made
member
talking
been
We've
n.
decisio
about this for three years, and that allowed the guild to buy the
we're finally admitting we're Linn home.
The Victorian home, which
outgrowing it."
built in 1899-1900, was
Was
the
sell
to
ng
prepari
While
l
house, guild members aren't later added to the Nationa
and
Places
Historic
of
r
Registe
the
of
history
abandoning the
designated as a Kentucky landmark. In 1900, the cupola,
which was entered through the
attic, offered a good view of the
NOTICE
area, including the Clarks River.
• The Murray Planning Ceilings are 11 feet tall and mulCommission will meet at 5 tiple fireplaces were used to
p.m. today at city hall. The
warm the home, which had three
agenda includes amending
bedrooms and three
upstairs
the final plat of a Bailey Road
d to be baths,
intende
rooms
apartment project and considplumbed
weren't
they
h
althoug
for
on
extensi
plat
ering . a
there.
lived
judge,
a
Linn,
while
Hunters Pointe subdivision.
• The Calloway County Unusually for that day, the home
Fiscal Court will meet today at had several closets.
7 p.m. at the Weaks Center.
In 1906, Linn sold the house
Emergency Services Affiliation to the Schroader family. The
Agreements, road equipment
bids, Webasto entrance bids
and an amendment to the
administrative code are items
Tonight will see
on the court's agenda.
rain or snow.
of
Board
Murray
• The
Wednesday will
Zoning Adjustments will meet
be mostly cloudy
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at
city hall. The agenda includes 453 with highs in the
upper 40s.
two sign variance requests
and Murray Main Street proTE,LOW: Wednesday
gram's request to allow murals
night will be
downtown.
partly cloudy
II To report a Town Crier
with lows in the
item, call 753-1916.
lower 30s.

Town Crier

WEATHER

Independent Auditor's Report
Taxes as of April 26, 2004. This tax setWe have audited the Calloway County Sherrifs Settlement - 2003
responsibility is to express an opinion
Our
Sheriff.
County
y
tlement is the responsibility of the Callowa
audit.
our
on
based
nt
settleme
l
financia
on this
generally accepted in the United States of
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards
in Government Auditing Standards issued
d
containe
America, the standards applicable to financial audits
Guide for Sheriff's Tax Settlements issued
Audit
the
and
States,
United
the
of
General
ller
by the Comptro
Those standards require that we plan and
y.
Kentuck
of
wealth
Common
by the Auditor of Public Accounts,
the financial statement is free of matewhether
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
supporting the amounts and disevidence
basis,
test
a
on
ng,
examini
includes
audit
An
rial misstatement.
accounting principles used and
the
g
assessin
includes
also
audit
closures in the financial statement. An
financial statement presenoverall
the
ng
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluati
opinion.
our
for
basis
le
reasonab
a
provides
audit
our
tation. We believe that
nt on a prescribed basis of accountAs described in Note 1, Sheriff's office prepares the financial stateme
which is a comprehensive basis of
basis,
cash
modified
the
with
nce
complia
rates
demonst
that
ing
the United States of America.'
accounting other than accounting principles generally accepted in
above presents fairly, in all material
to
referred
nt
In our opinion, the accompanying financial stateme
paid as of April 26, 2004, in conand
,
credited
,
charged
taxes
Sheriff's
County
y
Callowa
the
.
respects
ng.
accounti
of
basis
formity with the modified cash
our report dated November 23,
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued
g and on our tests of its
reportin
l
financia
over
control
internal
Sheriff's
the
of
ation
consider
2004, on our
report is an integral
That
grants.
and
s,
contract
ons,
regulati
laws,
of
ns
compliance with certain provisio
ds and should be read in cong
part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditin Standar
junction with this report in considering the results of our audit.
comment and recommendation, included
Based on the results of our audit, we present the accompanying
:
comment
report
g
followin
the
discuss
with
herein,
• Lacks Adequate Segregation of Duties.
Respectfully submitted,
11°4I.•••• g"-4.

esc

Peercy and Gray, PSC
Audit fieldwork completedNovember 23, 2004
presented to the fiscal court. KRS 4,;.09((2)
The above transmittal letter accompanied the audit report
of the complete audit report, including
copies
er.
newspap
this
in
ed
publish
be
requires that this letter
are available in the reports section
tion,
al
informa
addition
and
the accompanying financial statements
upon request by contacting the
or
net
of the Auditor of Public Accounts' website at www.kyauditor. rt, Kentucky 40601-6404 or by calling
Frankfo
2,
Suite
Road.
Hero
Sea
Auditor of Public Accounts, 105
I-800-247-9126.
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Owensboro— March 24
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Georgetown —April 7
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Lexington—April 14
Prestonsburg—April 15
Louisville —April 19
Campbellsville—April 20
Middlesboro—April 21
Dry Ridge —April 22
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house originally sat on the corner of Main and Sixth street. In
1929, it was moved to the back
of the same lot and turned to
face Sixth when the Schroaders
sold the corner to an oil company.
"It's an organization with a
good history and a lot of community support," Danielson
said. "We want to build on that
history."
Danielson is hoping the
buyer of the home appreciates
the history of the home, too.
After all, the guild has tried to
use the space to meet its needs,
but it's getting hard to make
everything fit.
"Murray just doesn't have
that many historical homes,"
Danielson said. "That has been a
concern."
Danielson and Harper are
asking themselves and others:
What does the community want
from the art guild? The guild is
open to creative solutions for
expanding, even if that means
collaborating with other community groups or partnering
with other art organizations.
"Art serves a lot of different
purposes," Danielson said. "For
some people, it's therapeutic and
for some people it's a way to get
a message out, to communicate.
99

Harper quickly added: "And
for some people it's fun."
"Yes, it can serve all people,"
Danielson continued.
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Budget means good news for Calloway: Winters

Messenger-InqufferrAP Photo

Defense attorney David Broderick, left, questions
Western Kentucky Universitypolice investigator Mike
Dowell about evidence collected in the murder trial of
Lucas Goodrum Monday in Daviess Circuit Court in
Owensboro, Ky. Goodrum is charged in the death of 18year-old Western Kentucky student Katie Autry in May
2003.

Defense attacks dorm
fire death investigation
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OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) —
Questions into whether investigators followed up with possible
suspects was a ''key point as a
defense lawyer for Lucas
Goodrum cross-examined the
lead detective in the 2003 death
of a
Western
Kentucky
University freshman.
Prosecutors presented their
final witnesses Monday in the
trial of Goodrum. accused of
raping and murdering 18-yearold Katie Autry in her dormitory
room. He could face the death
penalty if convicted.
David Broderick, one of
Goodrum's lawyers, asked
Daviess County Circuit Judge
Tom Castlen to acquit Goodrum
because Kentucky law requires
more evidence than the testimony of a co-defendant. Castlen
did not rule on the motion but
was expected to make a decision
Tuesday.
Goodrum's lawyers will
begin presenting witnesses
Tuesday.unless Castlen dismisses . the charges. The trial was
moved to Owensboro
The case against Goodrum,
23 rests largely on the testimony of Stephen Soules, who has
already confessed to a role in the
murder. Soules, 22, will be sentenced to life in prison without
parole in exchange for testifying
against Goodrum.
Investigators never found any
physical
evidence
tying
Goodrum to the crime. Besides
Soules' testimony, prosecutors
did not offer any proof that rape
or sodomy had occurred,
Broderick argued.
Soules was the only person
who offered proof of arson as
well. Broderick said.
Three jailhouse snitches who
testified last week didn't offer
any details that couldn't have
been gleaned from news reports
or cell gossip.
"There is a total lack of evidence." Broderick said. 'There
are things that could and should
have been done in this case and
weren't."
County
Warren
Commonwealth's
Attorney
Chris Cohron argued that prosecutors had met the standard
required by law. He pointed to
witnesses who agreed with
Souks' version of events up
until the time Soules left the Pi
Kappa Alpha party that Soules,
Goodrum and Autry attended.
Cohron also noted that
Goodrum had slept in his closet
for three days after Autry was
attacked. It was a sign of a guilty

mind, Cohron said.
'That's a bit of a jump, isn't
it?" Castlen asked.
WKU Sgt. Mike Dowell testified
Monday that
police didn't
talk
to
another individual who
had
been
identified as
a person of
interest
based
on
Goodrum
information
from the manager of the strip
club where
Autry
wdrked.
14
In
years as a
police officer, including
more
than
six
years as an
investigator,
Autry
Dowell said
he had never handled a murder
or arson causing serious injury.
He also said he did not check
out Goodrum's alibi until
months after his arrest.
Dowell acknowledged that
investigators failed to obtain
some evidence, including the
smoke detector from Autry's
room and bubble gum that was
stuck on an afghan that covered
the room's overhead sprinkler.
After Autry's death, WKU
Police Chief Robert Deane said
that because he had a trained
campus police force, his department would be the lead investigating agency, with assistance
from Kentucky State Police and
other law enforcement agencies.
Dowell said Deane decided
to arrest Goodrum after
Goodrum had been questioned
by two state police investigators.
Broderick asked Dowell why
he or others didn't check
Goodrum's statement that he
was at the Scottsville home of
his father and stepmother at the
time Autry was attacked.
"I would have thought that
she would have contacted us,"
Dowell said of Goodrum's stepmother, Judy Goodrum.
Broderick also asked Dowell
why police didn't question others
after
Soules
named
Goodrum. Dowell said the focus
of the investigation became
finding
physical evidence
against Goodrum, and that if
other credible information was
available he would follow it up.

Convicted killer Peterson
attorneys seek new trial
FRESNO. Calif. (AP) —
Scott Peterson's attorneys have
filed a motion seeking a new
trial, claiming evidence allegedly withheld by the prosecution
could have resulted in a different
verdict.
Defense attorneys also cited
legal errors, jury misconduct
and "insufficient evidence" to
support the conviction in arguing that the 32-year-old Peterson
deserves a new trial. The motion
was filed Feb. 25 in Redwood
City and made public Monday.
The jury convicted Peterson
on Nov. 12 of two counts of
murder in the deaths of his pregnant wife, Laci, and her fetus,
and recommended the death
penalty a month later. Formal
sentencing is set for Wednesday.

4.

Mark
lawyer
Defense
Geragos claims prosecutors
withheld key evidence that a
state prison inmate claimed to
have information about Laci
Peterson's disappearance: He
said he was told the pregnant
substitute teacher had interrupted a burglary at a neighbor\
home in Modesto.
Upon review of thousands of
pages of discovery, Geragos
claims he found just "a small
notation in hundreds of pages of
tip sheets" referring to the
inmate's claim, and was only
made aware of the tip six weeks
before the trial's end.
"If the evidence were presented at a retrial, it is highly
probable a different result would
have occurred," Geragos wrote.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
According to
state Senator Ken Winters, there is plenty
of good news for Calloway County in the
budget that just passed the General
Assembly.
Winters stated "Working with
Representative Melvin
Henley, I am pleased to
report that we have
passed both a budget
and a tax modernization
plan. I am confident
that both will move
Kentucky forward by
improving our quality of
life. Further, I believe
Winters
the tax modernization
bill which passed both
chambers with overwhelming bipartisan
support will make Kentucky business
friendly and improve job growth."
The 2004-2006 Biennial Highway
Construction plan provides for over $45
million for bridge and roati repairs for
Calloway. A large portion of these funds
will go toward upgrading KY-80 and
widening US-MI. A reliable state road
system not only offers safety for the citizens, but also becomes an advantage in
attracting businesses to the state.

The budget also contains $1,700,000 for
new water lines and sewer repairs. Senator
Winters stated that he is proud to see new
revenues for the local schools and the infrastructure such as roads, water lines, and
sewers that are necessary if Calloway
County is to remain attractive to families
and businesses.
Winters explained, "Enhanced educational programs, better roads, clean drinking water, and improved sewer facilities
make our area more attractive to both families and businesses."
The Senate, which has a proven record
of improving education and accountability,
will increase base school funding by $52.5
million in the 2005-06 fiscal year. For
Calloway County and Murray Independent
schools, this means an additional
$1,347,212 in SEEK funding. Student
financial aid will reach its highest level
ever: $389 million over the next two budget years. The legislature also passed a 3%
salary increase for all teachers and state
employees, and protected the health insurance program for retired teachers.
Further, Sen. Winters announced that
Murray State University would be receiving bonding authorization to construct a
new residence hall and the state would

bond the funds to complete Phase 11 of the
new science complex.
Funding for local jails was also
addressed. Some county jails are finding it
difficult to operate within their budgets due
to the increase in inmates. The budget provides General Fund support to increase the
rate paid to local jails to house state
inmates by $4 per day. In addition, to
lighten the caseload, the legislature also
approved a judgeship for the 42nd Circuit
Court, which includes Calloway and
Marshall counties.
The House, Governor, and Senate are all
in agreement that Medicaid is a major concern and all have worked together to
strengthen the program and continue coverage of current eligibles. The Senate provides for more than $4.3 billion to serve
over 700,000 eligibles in each fiscal year.
They also provide more than $1 billion in
additional funds to Medicaid benefits over
the biennium to partially cover the
Medicaid deficit.
Winters said, "I believe that this budget
treats Calloway County well. I appreciate
the many of you who wrote or called me
with your opinions and I thank you for
your trust in me."

Discovery of Indian remains heats
up battle over new industrial park
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
AP)— Activists who for years
have fought the development of
a new industrial park near
Mammoth Cave are renewing
their call for a full environmental and archaeological study
after prehistoric Indian remains
were found on the site.
The artifacts, including
ancient drawings, were discovered in January and February,
after workers accidentally
punched an opening in a previously unknown 2.000-foot-long
cave.
Officials broke ground on
the
Kentucky
Trimodal
Transpark last year, and they
are hoping it could someday
span some 4,000 acres and
include rail access and a new
airport.
... Environmentalists say the
find underscores the need for a
large-scale environmental and
archaeological study at the

transpark. Experts uncovered
the bones of two Indians and
several ancient drawings on
hardened mud and limestone
rock.
Some are calling for construction to stop.
'They ought to ... do the
work they are required to do to
protect
Mammoth
Cave
National Park," said Roger
Brucker, a board member of
Louisville-based
Karst
Environmental Education and
Protection, a group that has
opposed the project for years.
But officials from the group
developing the industrial park
argue the studies that have
already been completed are
enough.
"I view this as a delaying
tactic." said Curtis Sullivan,
chairman of the transpark
authority board, called the
Intermodal
Transportation
Authority. "If they would give

us legitimate concerns, we
would look at them legitimately. For an industrial park, we've
far exceeded what needs to be
done."
Top political leaders in both
parties have backed the
transpark project, which is
being developed by a partnership of three cities, eight counties and the Bowling Green
Chamber
of
Commerce.
Promoters say the park could
create up to 7,550 jobs for the
region.
Meanwhile, some national
groups say U.S. laws require
transpark officials to conduct
large-scale field studies. The
Smithsonian Institution, the
National Trust for Historic
Preservation and the Sierra
Club have pushed tor the full
studies.
David Morgan. the executive director of the Kentucky
Heritage Council. the state his-

toric preservation office, said a
federal agency ultimately
would have to decide if a study
is warranted.
Supporters of the park have
touted a 2003 report on the
project by Nick Crawford,
director of the Western
Kentucky Center for Cave and
Karst Studies. Crawford concluded that groundwater under
the transpark flows away from
the national park. ,
But another expert, Eastern
Kentucky University geology
professor Ralph Ewers. said the
geology of the area is very
complicated and there is a good
chance Crawford is wrong.
The fight could end up in
court. Activists have retained
Midway attorney Hank Graddy
to draw up a possible lawsuit
aimed at halting construction
and persuading a judge to order
more studies.

SIMPLIFYING YOUR BILLS
doesn't have to be complicated.

itamiLammouramemon
Our Home Equity Line of Credit is the first step.
Got bits piling up? It may be time to simplify, A Home Equity Line of Credit from Regions Bank allows you to use the equity in your home to combine all those
bills into one. So you have one single monthty bill with one single payment. A realty low interest rate with no closing costs: And you may even write off the interest
on your taxes" Now, isn't that simple? Call 1-800-448-7345 to learn more about our Home Equity Line of Credit.
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The Rule of
Judges vs. the
Rule of Law
The U.S. Supreme Court has trash heap.
This ruling proves once
ruled that minors under 18 canagain that Mark Levin was right
not be executed, no matter how
in everyheinous their crimes. The ruling when he wrote that marriage,
same-sex
from
thing
s
sentence
overturned 72 death
illegal immigration, and ecoin 12 states.
nomic socialism to partial birth
The niling came after
abortion, political speech. and
Missouri's
highest court terrorists' "rights," judges have
abused their constitutional manoverturned
by imposing their personal
date
the death
prejudices and left-wing beliefs
sentence
on the rest of society.
thven to
According to Levin, no radi'Christopher
cal political movement has been
Simmons.
more effective in undermining
who was 17
our system of government ttian
in 1993
the judiciary. And we, the peolk hen he kidple, should not put up with it he
napped a
Making
insists.
neighbor.
And it's not merely the
ShirleY
Sense
Court. Judges across
Supreme
hogCrook,
By Michael
- from the radical
country
the
and
her
tied
Reagan
Ninth Circuit Court in
she
while
Syndicated
California, that ruled the Pledge
ss as still
Columnist
of Allegiance violates the mythalive threw
ical separation of church and
her off a
state and is therefore an assault
ors
bridge to drown. Prosecut
sas he planned the burglary and on the Constitution, to the
killing of the woman. This mur- Massachusetts Supreme Court
derous thug had bragged that he that was able to find grounds
supporting the absurd notion
could iiet ass a% with the brutal
that homosexuals have a right
The
age.
his
of
killing because
to be legally married - judges
Supreme Court proved he was
are assuming the role of tyrants,
r•ight.
casting aside the rule of law for
Speaking for the majority in
their own prejudices.
a 5-4 decision. Justice Anthony
Under our system of constiKenneds noted most states
tutional government, the right
don't allow the execution of
to make law is restricted to the
\ ethic killers and those that
federal and state legislatures.
tly.
infrequen
penalty
the
-do use
Today, however, both the federThe trend, he said, is to abolish
al and state judiciaries have
the practice because "our socieit upon themselves to
taken
categoras
...
jus
eniles
t\ stews
make law, and to do so without
ical!\ less culpable than the
regard to the public's will as
as erage criminal."
d by the Congress, and
expresse
"interoked
ins
he
lacredibls
by state and local legislatures.
national opinion" as a justificaThe people's right of self-govtion for letting teenage killers
ernment is therefore usurped by
off the hook.
the judiciary which becomes
"It is proper that we
nothing short of a dictatorship.
lming
overwhe
thc
edge
acknowl
Moreover, a judiciary that
weight of international opinion
turns its back on the
against the juvenile death
Constitution and the laws of the
penaltv. resting in large part on
land to embrace foreign law
instathe
that
the understanding
and international opinion is a
bility and emotional imbalance
of
of oung people may often he a dagger pointed at the heart
liberty.
l
individua
he
wrote.
factor in the crime,"
As Mark Levin writes, the
In his blistering dissent, an
has taken hold that
idea
Scalia
Antonin
Justice
outraged
argued that there is no trend and Supreme Court Justices are
chastised his colleagues for tak- somehow imbued with greater
insight, wisdom, and vision
ing power from the states.
than the rest of us -- and that
"The court says in so many
for some reason Almighty God
words that what our people's
has endowed them with superidoes
issue
laws -say about the
or judgment about justice and
not, in the last analysis. matter:
fairness. That idea must be
'In the end our own judgment
abandoned. Nothing less than
the
on
bear
will he brought to
our freedom and our national
question of the acceptability of
sovereignty are at stake.
wrote.
he
"
penalty.'
death
the
"The court thus proclaims
Mike Reagan. the eldest son
itself sole arbiter of our nation's
late President Ronald
the
of
wrote.
Scalia
."
standards
moral
Reagan, is heard on more than
And by allowing "interna200 talk radio stations nationtional opinion" to color their
ally as part of the Radio
have
justices
rulings, the
thrown both the Constitution of America Network. Comments to
mereagan@hotmail.corn for
the United States and our
Mike.
the
into
nty
national sovereig
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A first-time mother at 40,
Nancy Farmer was a late-corner
to the world of children's literature. She was a fast learner,
however, and immediately recognized that het son thrived on
the stories she read to him
every day. It wasn't long before
the boy became a tough literary
critic.
"He
threw the
books he
didn't like
out the window," Ms.
Farmer confessed last
week, when
she was the
keynote
Farmer
speaker at
Murray State University's Jesse
Stuart Writing Symposium.
To satisfy her son's rambunctious tastes — "He didn't
like the touchy-feely stuff," she
told the audience — she began
writing about the things that
interested him.
"My first story was about a
woman with a kitten that
wouldn't obey," Nancy Farmer
declared. "She was going to
have the animal put to sleep,
but she had a half can of cat
food left and didn't want to
waste it."
When the feline realized the
situation, the animal made up
ways to delay the depletion of
its food supply. "It was.kind of
a 1001 nights idea." Ms.

Farmer
explained,
adding that
her manuscript never
sold for •
"obvious
reasons."
Now a
successful,
Main Street award-winBy Constance ning writer
Alexander
of adolesLedger & Times cent fare,
Columnist
Farmer
chooses topics that
young readers like her son relish. One of her most popular
works, The House of the
Scorpion, creates Dreamland, a
country of the future, where
cloning provides spare body
parts for the rich and powerful.
Work-zombies, their brains
implanted with a computer-chip
that renders them unquestionably productive and relentlessly
task-oriented, tend to the opium
fields that keep the drug cartel
in control.
Born into this future world
to ensure a long life for a drug
lord, main character Matteo
Alacran struggled with a series
of challenges that would make
Hercules cringe. In the end,
young Matt prevails, and
though he does not ride into the
sunset, the book leaves the
impression that his future will
be bright.
House of the Scorpion was

6th and 7th graders at home
the focal point of MSU's
annual writing symposium. One also enjoyed it.Mikulcick and
the other panelists suggested
feature of the afternoon session
was a panel discussion in which that parallel reading — parent
author Nancy Farmer and three
and child reading the came
other parent-professionals
book at the same time — is an
talked about "The An and
effective way to deal with conScience of Families Reading
troversial issues.
Together," using House of the
"There are things I won't
.
Scorpion as an example
in my books." Nancy
include
of
Angie Murdock, principal
d, mentioning
explaine
Farmer
one
was
School,
Middle
Murray
that hopeful endings are imporof the panelists who loved the
that
things
tant.
book. "It talks about
could happen in the future," she
On the flip side, Ms. Farmer
explained. "The story is a great
declared that in House of the
way to spark discussion on the
Scorpion she tackled "the most
ethical and moral issues associimportant problems of our time.
ated with cloning."
They were things I thought we
Dr. Ed Zinunerer, MSU prohad to talk about," she asserted,
fessor of biology, also praised
g drugs and cloning.
includin
his
in
House of the Scorpion
remarks, comrnending the
author on her use of accurate,
For more information on
scientific information. Some of
Nancy Farmer's writing, log on
the themes of the book, he
to wwwchildrencomefirst.corn
pointed out, were "a little too
do a search on Ms. Farmer
and
dark" for his own 10-year-old
information about the
find
to
son.
and her works. An artiauthor
David Mikulcick, horticulcle to guide parallel reading of
turalist and father who reads
parents and kids on House of
with his children, agreed that
the
the Scorpion is on the
of
the gloomier aspects
powells.com site, if you do a
book did not appeal to him. "I
think it's almost a soap opera,"
search on the title and author of
he declared. "Everywhere Matt
the book
turned there was a new crisis."
Mikulcick's daughter in high
Read Main Street online at
school, however, saw House of
ayledgercorn.
wwwmurr
the Scorpion in a different light
columnist directly
the
Contact
than her dad.
r@charalexande
constane
at
"She liked the book," her
ternet.
his
that
adding
d,
explaine
father

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor,
I was shocked and appalled that the letter from Mr. Buchanan was published in
your paper on (March 11). I cannot
understand the thought process that was
used to lend credence to such a letter and
waste valuable print space for something
that belongs in a supermarket tabloid. I
now expect that the next time I open the
paper I will find that the Martians brokered
the end of the School District issues.
The right to free speech is an inalienable
right that god has given to all of us but with
that right goes the responsibility to filter
out stuff that is just idiotic by a paper such
as yours. How many children and I am
sorry to say some adults will read his letter
and think that the points that were
expressed are facts.
I am positive that after September the
Ilth we went after the support network and
training bases in Afghanistan that planned
and funded the death of almost 3.000
Americans. Having been there and having
lost two team members and a lot more
Afghanis. I am sure we were disassembling the training areas and breeding
grounds of Al Qaeda after 9/11 not planning the destruction of Saddam Hussein.
I am also positive that Saddarn Hussein

no sense of the
had Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD). the 1970's. I have
s in Lebanon but if anyintention
ts
Presiden
he
and
War
Gulf
the
before
He had them
president takes likely
this
that
thinks
one
had them after. I could not count the numsending this country's
of
ility
responsib
the
inside
observed
I
rounds
ber of chemical
harms way have not
to
in
women
and
men
Kuwait when Kuwait city was liberated. I
unpublished visits
his
of
stories
the
heard
to
having
also remember U.S. forces
to Walter Reed Army Hospital.
destroy those same rounds and receiving
I do have a sense of what the soldiers of
chemical exposure to nerve gas while
military think of freedom; they believe
our
them.
ng
destroyi
it is worth fighting for any place and
that
found
I admit no substantial WMD was
My old units motto was "De
time.
any
rounds
chemical
but
Iraqi
invaded
after we
(free the oppressed).
Liber"
o
Oppress
were found in an unexploded Improvised
nd is how someone
understa
don't
I
What
do
We
year.
last
Explosive Device(IED)
who uses his right to free speech cannot
not know the location of the WMD but one
support freedom in places it does not exist.
thing is sure, he was giving up billions of
how a paper such
dollars of oil revenue to keep inspectors out I also cannot understand
e be pubignoranc
such
let
could
yours
as
Mr.
of his country for many years.
a letter
written
had
If
someone
lished.
e,
debalacl
a
war
Iraqi
the
calls
n
Buchana
lies
outright
and
truths
half
with
filled
by percentage more Iraqis turned out to
would
you
issues
districts
school
the
about
the
under
elections
recent
vote in their
to
space
give
you
yet
it,
d
publishe
not
have
threat of death than we had turn out in our
the
are
You
's.
Buchanan
Mr.
like
letter
a
It
election.
ial
president
contentious recent
paper of record in this community and with
seems that there was a strong hunger for •
you have a responsibility to moderate
such
Iraq.
in
freedom and self-determination
the discussion above that of a supermarket
One thing he may have got right in his
tabloid.
letter was that the Syrians did not kill Mr
did.
likely
than
more
h
Hezbolla
Hariri.
David Kennedy
The Syrians and the Iranians fund
U.S. Army Ret.
terrorists
same
the
are
they
Hezbollah and
Alm, Ky.
that have been killing Israeli children since

Letters to the Editor Policy
V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to editortiihnurrayledger.com.
V Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phase amber.(-mailed letters must have
address and phone amber.
V Letters should be kept between 300-400 words and

must be typed. Handwritten letters will not be published.
V The Murray Ledger &'Times reserves the right to edit
or relect any letter ea the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, goad tasb and frequent contributors to
the Fonim page. Letters of a "thank you" nature that
single out sponsors we not be accepted.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Virginia S. Crouse

1Cr

1st

e.

on
er
tiof

tonight (Tuesday).
Joe Men Darnall
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Marshall County Need
Mrs. Virginia S. Crouse, 87, Kirksey Road, Kirksey, died
A graveside service for Joe Allen Darnall was Monday at 1 p.m.
Monday, March 14, 2005, at 11:38 p.m. at West View Nursing Line, P.O. Box 36, Benton, Ky.. 42025, or Marshall County Senior at the Union Hill Cemetery. Gary Boggess officiated.
Citizens. 1711 Golf Course Road, Benton, Ky., 42025.
Home, Murray.
Collier Funeral Home, Benton, was in charge of arrangements.
A homemaker, she was a member of Coles Camp Ground United
Mr. Darnall, 79, Hardin, died Saturday. March 12, 2005. at 4:48
Harvey Carlos Copeland
Methodist Church.
a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Her husband, Austelle Crouse,one grandson, Kim Earl Scott, and
The funeral for Harvey Carlos Copeland will be Wednesday at 2
Retired from Chrysler Corp., in Detroit, Mich., he was a -member
one brother, Ovid Suiter, all preceded her in death. Born May 28, p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. of Union Hill Church of Christ.
1917, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Eulous Heyward Roberts will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will present the
One brother, James Edwin Darnall, preceded him in death. He
and Elurie Suiter.
music.
was the son of the late Alvin Darnall and Bessie Cornwell Darnall.
Pallbearers will be James Mack Puckett, Sammy Puckett, Ricky
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Deloisa Scott and husband,
Survivors include two brothers, Jerry Darnall and John Mason
Marvin, Kirksey; two sisters. Mrs. Clara Bazzell, Farmington, and Puckett, Harvey Puckett, Luke Puckett and Mark Thom. Burial will Darnall, and one neice, Delimit Cornwell, all of Hardin.
Mrs. Lillian Steele, Murray; four grandchildren; 11 great-grandchil- follow in the Almo Cemetery.
_Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today. Marshall D. Hollis
dren.
(Tuesday).
LH. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
No services or visitation are scheduled for Marshall D. Hollis.
Mr. Copeland, 86, Almo Road, Almo, died Sunday, March 13, Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton, was in charge of
2005, at 7:45 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Cad Reese
arrangements.
A general laborer, he was of Baptist faith.
Carl Reese, 50, Murray, died Monday. March 14, 2005, at 1 a.m.
Mr. Hollis, 62, Benton, died Wednesday, March 9, 2005, at 3 a.m.
His wife, Relma Taylor Copeland, and one great-granddaughter, at his home.
at his home.
He was born Aug. 21, 1954. His mother, Emma Merlene Bruno Kayla Higgins, both preceded him in death. Born Dec. 4, 1918, in
He was a welder and a carpenter. He was the son of the late
Calloway County, he was the son of the late Harvey Carlos Herman Hollis and Mary
Reese, preceded him in death.
Holland Hollis.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Vicki Reese; one daughter, Mrs. Copeland and Katie Mizzell Copeland.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Robin Pearch Hollis; one daughSurvivors include one daughter, Mrs. June Higgins and husband, ter, Mrs. Stephanie Hollis Beal, Dexter; one son. Marshall
Brandi lmus and husband, Eric, New Concord; one son, Jason
Hollis.
Bogard, Murray; four grandchildren, Chelsea Holt, Murray, and C.D., and one grandson, Kerry Higgins and wife, Melody, all of Dayton, Ohio; two grandsons.
Hunter, Alexis and Alysha Imus, New Concord; his father, Carl Almo, and two sisters. Mrs. Elizabeth Puckett, Dexter, and Mrs.
Katie Duke, Hopkinsville; several nieces and nephews.
Reese Sr.; one sister.
James F. Darnall
Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangeThe funeral for James F. Darnall will be today (Tuesday)at 1 p.m.
Mrs. Lucy Mud Parker
ments.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Brad Hall
The funeral for Mrs. Lucy Mud Parker was today (Tuesday)at II and the Rev. Waid Copeland will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Marshall County Memory
Mrs. Tennie A. Sims
Gardens.
Mrs. Tennie A. Sims, 86, Farmington, died Sunday, March 13. David Stewart and the Rev. Kendrick Lewis officiated. MuSic was
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
by the choir of Independence United Methodist Church.
2005, at 7:20 a.m. at Mills Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.
Mr. Darnall, 84, Elm Street, Benton. died Sunday. March 13.
Pallbearers were Don Overbey, Kenny Overbey, Billy Overbey. 2005, at 9:15 a.m. at his home.
She was a member of Bethany Baptist Church.
Her husband, Truman Sims, one grandson, Jeff Sims, son-in-law, Ricky Burkeen, Dickie Burkeen and Timmy Burkeen. Burial was in
Retired from SKW,he was a representative for Woodmen of the
Gene Lamb, one sister, Ophelia PurseII, and three brothers, One, the Temple Hill Cemetery.
World and a member of New Zion Baptist Church.
Mrs. Parker,88, Independence Road. Dexter, died Sunday, March
Gene and Ray Breedlove, all preceded her in death. She was the
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Mozelle Byars
daughter of the late William Charlie Breedlove and Pearl Parker 13, 2005, at 5:07 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Darnall, three sisters and one brother. He was the son of the late,
A homemaker, she was a member of Independence United , Harvey Darnall and Essie Thweatt Darnall.
Breedlove.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Norma Lamb Viniard, Methodist Church.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Alma Thompson Darnall; one
Her husband. Royal Parker, died in 1975. One sister, Laura daughter, Mrs. Brenda Henderson, Benton; two sons, Kerry Darnall.
Dexter; four sons, Charlie Sims, Farmington, Jimmy Allen Sims,
Wilmiare, Eddie Sims, Mayfield, and Terry Sims, Wingo; one sister, Schroader, and one brother, Paul Burkeen, also preceded her in Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich., and Larry Darnall. Benton; two stepMrs. Altie Conner, Fulton; 10 grandchildren; 15 great-grandchil- death. Born Sept. 28, 1916, in Calloway County, she was the daugh- daughters, Mrs. Jackie Henson and Mrs. Debbie Houser, both of
ter of the late Lyman Burkeen and Nettie Griffin Burkeen.
dren; two great-great-grandchildren.
Benton; five grandchildren; six great-grandchildren; six stepgrandSurvivors include three daughters, Mrs. Linda Fennell and hus- children;11 stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Dale Sheridan will officiate. band. Kenneth, and Mrs. Brenda Duncan and husband, Donnie, all
of Dexter, and Mrs. Annette Schroader, Murray; four grandchildren,
Burial will follow in the Farmington Cemetery.
Mrs. Mildred Key
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. LaDonna Duncan. Dexter, and Ray Fennell, Jeff Schroader and Brad
The funeral for Mrs. Mildred Key was Monday at 11 a.m. in the
Sehroader, all of Murray; seven great-grandchildren.
Wednesday.
chapel of,Milner & Orr Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Grer
Waldrop and the Rev. Norman Crittenden officiated. Burial was i»
Donald Smith
Donald M.(Popeye) Thomas
the South Pleasant Grove United Methodist' Church Cemetery.
The funeral for Donald Smith was Monday at 10 a.m. in the Hazel.
Donald NI.(Popeye)Thomas,81, Jack Treas Road, Benton, died
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Kerry Lambert
Monday, March 14, 2005, at 3:30 a.m. at his home.
Expressions of sympathy may.tie made to St. Luke Aldersgate
A veteran of the U.S. Army Air Corps in officiated. Music was by Judy Lamb.
United Methodist Church Memorial Fund. 1001 South Fourth St.,
Pallbearers were Kenny Duncan, David Lamb. Mike Pierce. Paducah, Ky., 42001.
World War II, he received the Distinguished
Flying Cross. He had formerly resided in F1enoy Barrow, Tom Lamb and Wade Smith. Burial was in the
Mrs. Key,89, Paducah. died Friday. March 1 1. 2005, at 3:01 p.m.
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Georgetown, Ill., where he was a business owner
Her death was from injuries sustained in an automobile accident on
Mr. Smith. 60, Swift Road, Kirksey, died Lone Oak Road.
for 35 years. He was a member of Brewers
Saturday.
March 12, 2005, at 1:54 a.m. at his
United Methodist Church.
A retired sales clerk and bookkeeper for JCPenney. she was a
home.
One sister, Ruby L. Wisniewski. and one
member of St. Luke Aldersgate United Methodist Church. Queen
An Army veteran of the Vietnam War, he was Christiana Court of the Amaranth and of Eastern Star White Shrine
brother, James Howard Thomas Jr., both precedretired from General Tire, Mayfield, and was of
ed him in death. A native of Mounds, Ill.. he was
Her first husband, Raymond L. Wallace, one stepson, Jerry Key.
Church of Christ faith.
the son of the late James Howard Thomas and
four sisters and one brother all preceded her in death. She was the
Born July 27. 1944, in Mayfield, he was the daughter of the late William Crittenden and Alta Ruth Kemp
Thomas
Vera Thomas.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Wilma son of the late Arlen Smith and Dulcie Imogene Rule Williams Crittendon.
Costellia Thomas, to whom he had been married Smith.
Survivors include her husband, Ortis Ft. Key: one son, Gary
Survivoruinclude his wife, Mrs. Eva Lamb Smith, to whom he Wallace. St. Marys, Ga.; one stepson, Dan Key, Paducah: two brothfor 56 years; one daughter, Mrs. Carolyn Roberts
and husband. Dave, Benton; one son, Donald M. was married Oct. 21, 1967, in Benton; one daughter, IsIrS. Sandy ers. Rev. Norman Crittenden, Covington. Tenn.. and Howard
Thomas Jr. and wife, Karen, Atlanta. Ga.; seven Farris and husband, Mark, Murray; one son. Jeff Smith, Kirksey; Crittenden, Bowling Green; three grandchildren; four stepgrandchil five sisters, Mrs. Winnie Henshaw, Willow Grove, Pa., Mrs. June dren; two stepgreat-grandchildren.
grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 9:30 ant in Duncan and husband, Intl, Mrs. Willie Suiter and husband. Buddy,
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The and Mrs. Glenda Dunn and husband. Johnny, all of Mayfield. and
Rev. Richard Dowdy will officiate. Burial will follow in the Mound Mrs. Janice Walters and husband, Tim, Coldwater; one brother, Joe
City Veterans Cemetery, Mounds City, Ill. A memorial service will Smith and wife, Nora Ann, Mayfield; one granddaughter, Ciera
Gobert, Murray; several nieces and nephews.
be scheduled later in Georgetown, Ill.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.

Former President Clinton leaves hospital
r of

at
ly

NEW YORK(AP)-Former
President Clinton left the hospital Monday. four days after
undergoing surgery to remove
scar tissue and fluid around his
left lung.
"I'm glad to be home and
look forward to getting back to
work within the next month or
so," Clinton said in a statement
issued by his spokesman, Jim
Kennedy.
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton
accompanied her husband from

the hospital to their home, where
the 42nd president was to conUntie his recovery,
A motorcade of five or six
SUVs was seen leaving New
York -Presbyterian
Hospital/Columbia University
Medical Center shortly after 5
p.m.
Clinton's recovery was proceeding normally, and he has
begun walking each day.
Kennedy said. He is expected to
remain at home for the next four

to six weeks.
The former president said he
and his wife were "very grateful
to the medical team that cared
for me at the hospital, and we
deeply appreciate all the prayers
and good wishes we've received
in recent days."
Nearly 10,000 people have
sent get-well messages to

PC DOCTOR
Computer Solutions
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I'M SICK

Jason Biilington

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY
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y Ret.
Ky.

BBQ Sandwich, Soft Drink, Chips $3
FRIE0 PIES $1
Apple • Peach • Chocolate • Pecan Tart

NEW LOCATION!! Beside St. Leo Catholic Church
New Opening Date - Wednesday. March 16
Open Monday-Saturday 11 am.-5 p.m.

ServIcaa_Ottarala
*House Calls
*Component Upgrades'
*Software Upgrades
*Repair
*Speed Increases
*General Maintenance
*Home Networks Installed & Set Up
*Virus Removal
*Custom Built Computers
*System & Network ConsuttIng

PC DOCTOR • Murray
the_pcdostorOcharter.not • 270-226-9577
Member al Charobet of Comrnerce & %tan, Club

AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE

Drive away on a GRASSHOPPER

with easy financing
ru-si
6 Months Same as Cash
Followed by 1.9% APR' Axed Rate
• NO Interest for 6 months
• NO Down Payment
• NO Minimum Monthly Payments required
during 6 month free period

, mow
'
14411.101 dip

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
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Clinton through his foundation's
Web site.
Clinton's problem developed
after his heart bypass surgery six
months ago.
Doctors described last week's
operation as a low-risk procedure to relieve a problem that
crops up in only a fraction of 1
percent of bypass cases.

prices as of 9 a.m.
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Save time with a wide selection of gas or diesel, IOWor air-cooled engines. Combined with the ComfortZone.
seat easy-to-handle controls and DuraMax.decks.
you'II get a consistently good cut at faster mowing
speeds and take productivity to a new level
Call

Lamb's Small Engine
101 Industrial Rd., Murray, KY 42071
753-2925
Mon.-Fri. 8-5•Sat. 8-1

+ 0.04
29.95 + 0.13
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Offer ends
June 30, 2005
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COMMUNITY
Cub Scout Pack 73 holds
Blue and Gold Banquet
Cub Scout Pack 73 recently held its Blue and Gold banquet and celebrated the 75th
anniversary of the Cub Scouts
of America.
Featured at the banquet was
a six-page post board book,
written and il*trated by Sonny
Tucker, about the banquet and
the celebration of the 75th
anniversary of Cub Scouts.
Also featured in the book
v, as a short story about the
special Bear family. requirements and achievements that

Christian Women Hear Overbey

Hazel club plans meeting

Non-Traditional Step Show to
be held Wedneday at MSU

meet
Tiger Booster Club willmeet
Wednesday

at 5:30
Murray Tiger Booster club will
representa
sports
officers.
All
p.m., at Murray High School.
d to
encourage
are
persons
interested
other
and
parents
tives,
attend.

The Alpha Phi Alpha Fra- versity's largest diverse events
ternity. Inc., will be hosting in which MSU looks forward
its Fifth Annual Non-Tradition- to each year. This year, a large
al Step Shov. Wednesday at amount of the proceeds will
go to the March of Dimes, a
Lovett Auditorium.
This step show will include national program mandated by
10 competing teams: Sigma the A-Phi-A National HeadAlpha Iota: Phi Mu Alpha: quarters and smaller amounts
Sigma Phi Epsilon: Lambda will go to other charities' in
Chi Alpha: Alpha Sigma Phi: which our local chapter supAlpha Sigma Alpha: Alpha ports.
The doors open at 5 p.m..
Omicron Pi: Alpha Gamma
Delta: Alpha Delta Pi and Sigma and the show will begin at 6.
Sigma Sigma. There will he Tickets and T-shirts are on sale
tvo exhibition teams (grade for $6 and can be purchased
school students) from Chan- from an A-Phi-A brother or at
the door. Questions on the event
dler and Fulton County'.
can be answered by e-mailing
held
The Alpha Step Off is
as the Alpha Phi Alpha Phil- marteze.hammonds@muranthropic event each year. It ray state.edu.
is one of Murray State Uni-

-Author Unknown

If you are a NEWCOMER to
)
Murray/Calloway County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT 759-9219

4

CCMS Council will meet

Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. at the school.

Twin Lakes Antique Club will meet
le Club

of
Twin Lakes Region of the Antique Automobi
le
Draffenvil
in
Antlers
at
meeting
dinner
a
America will have
(next to Holiday Inn) Thursday at 6 p.m. The club is open
to anyone with an interest in antique automobiles and visitors
are welcome. For information call Howard Brandon at 7534389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

Stroke/Head Injury group will meet
meet' ThursJO BURKEEN/Ledger & Times photos

Judy Overbey, top picture, shows a picture of her
grandson, Kyle Overbey, 18, who has spina bifida, at
the February luncheon of Christian Women of Murray.
Overbey told about Kyle's many operations, but of his
willingness and good outlook on life at he is a junior at
Calloway County High School and a member of the
Thundering Herd Wheelchair Basketball team at
Nashville, Tenn. Jean Smith, standing in bottom picture, was the featured soloist and was accompanied by
Oneida White, pianist. At the March 18th luncheon,
Pamela Seward and Trudy McFarland will be guest
speakers with Mark Allen Roberts as soloist. Luncheon
reservations may be made with Freda Lovett at 7533999 or Jo Lovett at 753-4683. All women of the area
are invited.

COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
,of
business and professional people. It's their wa9
saying, "We are glad you hayed moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
been welcoming NEWCOMERS)
have
tte
since 1946 Over 50 years!

STONE'S DRUGSY
& HOMECARE MEDICAL SUPPL

414 SOUTH NINTH ST. • MAYFIELD • 247-3232
247-4139 • 1-800-745-0732 • FAX (270) 745-0732
www.cornerdrugstore.com
Dedicated to Prompt. Friendly Service For Over 65 Years.

Mo(ded nip ;e6or(e44-r-4,1* f12
American Breast Care brings you the
comfortable, beautiful bra you've
been waiting for. It's our very first
seamless, molded-cup, pocketed bra!
Made of a beautiful nylon/spandex,
this is a revolutionary design that's
invisible under clothing
and provides the
ultimate in comfort!

Delta Department
gives scholarship
Leigh Ann Gholson is the
2004-2005 winner of the nursing scholarship given by the
Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
A graduate of Heath High

TURING?

C

School. Gholson is currently a
junior in. the nursing program
at Murray State University. She
is employed at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah, and attends the
United Church of God where
she sings in the church choir.
Gholson is the daughter of
Jeanene Wynn of Cadiz and
Lloyd Gholson of Florence.

Our model is wearing lightweight breast
prosthesec hi, American Breast Care.

ANNUITY?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuities are
competitive alternatives to other savings
plans The initial guaranteed rate' Is

3.50%

A meeting for the parents of current eighth grade students
will be tonight at 6:30 p.m. at Murray High School. This will
be a session to present information to the parents concerning
the high school graduation requirements and requirements for
the various diplomas that are offered. Parents with questions
may call MarT6h O'ROurice. MHS eiAmsetor, at 753-5202, ekt.
104.

PAES Council will meet

Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet today at 3:15 p.m. in the conference room
of the school.

Quilt Lovers will meet

Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet tonight at 6 p.m. in the
community room of Calloway Public Library. Inez Shinstine
will present a demonstration only on "Strip Paper Piecing" at
the meeting. A fun day will. be Friday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at the annex of the library for anyone interested in working
with the technique.

Hazel Lodge plans meeting

Hazel Woodmen of World Lodge 138 will meet tonight at
6 p .m. at the new lodge hall on Lowry Drive! Murray. Effie
Kemp will be the speaker. An Italian buffet will be furnished,
but members are asked to bring desserts.

Al-Anon meeting is tonight

Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative
or friend.

Shelia Crouse
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197
E WORLD

N NFCE
DINMSEl.)R

HOME OFFICE OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Leigh Ann Gholson

Call For Your Wedding Consultation Today

1-800-745-0732
270-247-3232
270-247-3233

Eighth Grade Parents will meet

ThursNarcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday
day at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St.. Murray, next to St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or I877-447-2004.

•basting Giasses•Serving Sets•Coke Toppers•Garters & More!

Stones is dedicated to
helping women lead fuller
lives after breast surgery.

Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the club house with Jane Potts to
present the program on "Potting."

Narcotics Anonymous will meet and

fiff Bow WOR Waverniovager-ael
110460,91 law To Ste Yon

LaVela Sullivan
Registered Fitter For
Orthotics/Mastectomy

Home Department will meet

will meet
Music Department of Murray Woman's
State.
Murray
at
concert
local
the
of
tonight at 6 p.m. because
Scott and Media Erickson will present the program. Hostesses
will be Mary Shipley, Margery Shown. Carol Snyder. Angela
Thome, Carol Thompson and Pamela Seward.

How ABOUT AN

41'-LIFE

Murray Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will
day at 5:30 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness Classroom. A video will be shown and a group discussion will be
held. For information call Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Music Department will meet Club

'The rate aparanimed the Ire rnOnel and then
can owy moral* or cart be bottle tlor one year
Guwarreed nolvaer fur 3%

American
Breast Care

tax assistance Wednesday
AARP will offer free income tax assisWednesday
tance for senior adults each
to 4 p.m.
a.m.
9
from
13
through April
at the Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens
Center, located at 607 Poplar St., Murray.
Each one should bring the current year's
copy
tax forms and preparation booklet;
SSAforms;
W-2
return;
tax
year's
of last
1099 for Social Security benefits; all other
necessary forms. This will be for walk-ins
Jo's
only and no appointments may be made.
Datebook
This is a yearly service by the AARP.
By Jo Burkeen For more information call 753-0929.
Community
Editor
for
Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
America."
"South
be
will
theme
The
supper.
dish
a foreign
.
Hostesses will be Vicky Singleton and Sandra Gallimore

Cub Scouts can earn including patches. belt loops, pins,
beads, their den badge and the
Arrow of Light Award, highest rank that can be achieved
in the Cub Scouts, before graduating from Cub Scout to Boy
Scout.
The Cub Scouts also do a
lot of activities all year long
such as Day Camp at Roy C.
Manchester Camp, camping.
Cub Scout Olympics. going on
trips, community service and
much more. '

The road to success is dotted with
many tempting parking places.

AARP offering free

3.11a

BAKERY & CATERING

715 IS. 124 St. (Across Inn Food Giant)
Mowry•(270) 712-0450•awls Ilisonstsk Owner

Singles will meet tonight

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Vicky at 753-3128, Laverne at 753-0181
or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

York special fund established
A special fund has been set up to help offset the taxing
medical bills for Michael Allen York who will soon celebrate
his seventh birthday. He suffers from autism and other medical complications. Your help will be greatly appreciated by
his parents. Keith and Marilyn York of Murray. Persons may
give or mail funds to the account at Heritage Band, c/O
Michael Allen York. 210 N. 12th St.. Murray. KY 42071.

Sewing By Steven
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

Iran says economic incentives
won't stop nuclear program

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Murray's Charles Hiter is silhouetted against a partly cloudy late afternoon sky
Monday as he prepares to use a circular saw to cut a piece of lumber to be used for
son Willie's Eagle Scout project — a gazebo — at Murray-Calloway County Parks &
Recreation's Central Park facility Monday.

TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Iran
on Tuesday said economic
incentives may help improve
foreign relations but won't permanently stop Tehran from pursuing a nuclear program it says
is for generating electricity but
Washington believes is for
weapons.
The United States agreed last
week to drop opposition to
Iranian membership in the
orld Trade Organization and
to allow some sales of spare
parts for civilian aircraft as part
of a European plan that offers
economic incentives for Iran to
permanently freeze its nuclear
activities.
Washington accuses Iran of
using its civilian nuclear program as a cover to build an
atomic bomb, but Tehran has
rejected the charges, saying its
nuclear program is geared
toward generating electricity.
Foreign Minister Kemal
Kharrazi said the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty allows
Iran to pursue a peaceful nuclear
program including enriching
uranium. Uranium enriched to
low levels can be used as fuel in

nuclear reactors to generate Security Council referral for
electricity, but further enrich- possible sanctions. Tehran says
ment makes it suitable for a maintaining the voluntary freeze
depends on progress in the talks
nuclear bomb.
"Economic incentives can't with the Europeans.
Kharrazi said a compromise
replace our rights. Our legitimate rights can't be compensat- is possible only if it meets Iran's
ed through economic incen- right to continue its peaceful
tives," Kharrazi told a news con- nuclear program and guarantees
that ease concerns that Iran's
ference Tuesday.
"That America corrects part nuclear activities may be divertof its past mistakes is not incen- ed toward weapons.
tive," he said of Washington
"We have prepared our prodropping its opposition, but posals, which are attractive and
offered: "(That) may be effec- can ease European concerns. Wetive to help improve relations expect that Europeans will take
between Iran and the U.S."
the proposals seriously," he said.
Nuclear talks between Iran
Kharrazi refused to discuss
and Britain, Germany and the Iranian proposals but said
France, who negotiate on behalf Europe's reaction will show
of the European Union, ended whether talks will be positive or
without result earlier this month. reach a deadlock.
Kharrazi said Iran has
The two sides are to meet again
March 23. The Europeans have already achieved proficiency in
been offering economic incen- the whole range of cycle of
tives in the hope that Iran will nuclear fuel — extracting uraniturn its temporary suspension of um ore to enriching it.
uranium enrichment activities
"(European) negotiators have
to know that they are dealing
into a permanent freeze.
Iran suspended all uranium with a capable country.
enrichment-related activities last Definitely, we won't give up our
year to create confidence in its right to control the nuclear fuel
negotiations and avoid U.N. cycle," he said.

Pro-Syrian protesters march on U.S. Embassy
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — fled.
Pro-Syrian groups have
About 2.000 pro-Syria demonstrators denouncing what they blamed .the United States for
in criminal justice and received said was American interference pressuring Syria into deciding to
her level three trainer's creden- in Lebanon marched toward the withdraw its 14,000 troops from
tial for Kentucky in 2003. U.S. Embassy in a Beirut suburb Lebanon. They also reject a
Previously, Wilson served as the Tuesday. and scores of riot U.S.-sponsored U.N. Security
assistant director at Wee Care police and soldiers used barbed Council resolution demanding
wire to block the approaches to that Syria withdraw and dismanChild Development Center, as a
the compound.
tle militias, a reference to the
paralegal for a local attorney.
The
protesters, waving militant Shiite Muslim group
and as a juvenile service worker. Lebanese flags and chanting, Hezbollah.
Currently, she is a board mem- "Ambassador get out! Leave my
Also Tuesday, Syrian miliber of the Purchase Area country free!" stopped at the tary intelligence agents vacated
Development District Advisory barbed wire blocking the road an office in Beirut, hauling furBoard and is a member of the about 500 yards from the forti- niture into three trucks protected
Early fied hilltop compound. The by Lebanese police. A policeCalloway
County
crowd did not try to break man at the scene said some
Childhood Council.
Syrian agents have already left
The Director Credential is through.
A day earlier, hundreds of and the others were on their way
awarded by the Cabinet for
Health and Family Services and thousands of people gathered in out.
A resident said about 20
the Governor's Office of Early the capital in the largest antiSyrian protests yet since interna- agents left in a van and a car earChildhood Development.
tional pressure on Damascus to lier Tuesday.
However, Syrian agents
withdraw its troops has intensi-

Wilson earns state child care credential
Kathy Wilson, director of
Murray Calloway
County
Hospital
Child Care
Center, was
recently
awarded
with
the
Kentucky
Director
Wilson
Credential
Child
Care
for
Early
Professionals.
The credential is intended to
provide education and development in the skill area needed to
manage an early childhood program.

The program builds on the
candidate's existing experience
and proficiency combining
course work, fieldwork, and
demonstration of competency
through related courses and
portfolio development. The program is designed to accommodate currently practicing directors.
Wilson successfully complete 12 credit hours of coursework from Murray State
University and portfolio development to become eligible for
this credential.
Wilson has served as MCCH
Child Care Center Director
since 1999. She received her
bachelor of science from MSU

remained at their main office for
the Lebanese capital. located at
Ramlet el-Baida on the edge of
the city.
A .main demand of the
Lebanese opposition has been
the evacuation of Syrian intelligence officers, a widely resented
arm through which Damascus
controlled many aspects of
Lebanese life.
Damascus,
Syrian
In
President Bashar Assad discussed Lebanon with his
Egyptian counterpart, Hosni
Mubarak. Mubarak returned to
Egypt shortly afterward. Syria's
official news agency SANA
reported.
Despite Syria's troop withdrawal last week from northern
and central Lebanon, most intelligence offices remain. But
agents closed offices in two
northern towns.

Lightweight & powerful homeowner saw.

with the purchase of a I
I
STIHL YARD BOSS!
Ufut comos struNiarrl with Pick
Tines Cultivator Attechmeot

Retail Value 139.95 '

OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS:

•Aerator • Edger
•Dethatcher

Low cost, powerful, lightweight.
Comes standard with STIHL
EasySpool- head.
At participating dealers while supplies last

Murray

Murray Home & Auto
976 Chestnut Street
270-753-2571
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LEARNING
No Child Left Behind seminar presented Thursday
Area science teachers and school
administrators. MSU science faculty,
science majors and science education
students are invited to attend a seminar
titled, "No Child Left Behind:
Implications for the Science Teachers
of Today and Tomorrow," Thursday at 7

p.m. on Murray State University's campus in the Alexander Hall Auditorium,
room 240.
Murray State University's college of
education and the Teacher Quality
Institute are sponsoring the seminar.
The general public is also invited to

attend.
The seminar will be presented by Dr.
Fred D. Johnson, past president of the
National Science Teachers Association,
the world's largest science teaching professional organization with more than
55,000 members.

Johnson has served as a consultant
for The McKenzie Group, a highly
respected educational consulting firm.
Most recently, he has been a conference
keynote speaker focusing on the No
Child Left Behind Act and its implications for educators.

Johnson received his doctorate froill
the University of Tennessee-KnoxUlig
and has a wide variety of experience in:
both teaching and administration.
For more information, contact ttit
college of education or the Teacher
Quality Institute at 762-2090.

Ky Tech Murray/Calloway ATC DECA 1
members advance to state level

'Ketchup' On Some Reading

Three place
first in Region I

Photo provided

Wendy Susan Lovett recently read "Aunt Jessie's
Magic Ketchup to fourth graders at North
Elementary. An artist, she drew illustrations for the
book, written by Lovett's friend Sherry Newsome
Purdom. Lovett took questions on her love of art and
her friendship with Purdom. Lovett's mother, Nancy
Lovett, is a teacher at North and her son, Will, is a
North student.

Tech
Ky
The
Murray/Calloway ATC DECA
members competed at the
DECA Region I Career
Development Conference on
Feb. 7 at Murray State
University.
Ashley Bogard placed first in
Job Interview, won the Region I
Scholarship, and was recognized
as Outstanding Chapter Member
Murray/Calloway
the
for
County ATC DECA Chapter.
Dasha Ustinova placed second in Job Interview, Tucker
Adams placed first in Ky
Fundamentals,
Marketing
Chelsea Riggins placed fourth
Ky Marketing Fundamentals,
Jennifer Gilbert placed first in
Sales and Customer Service,
Andrea Crouch and David
Szerneredy placed second in
Web Page Advertising, Danielle
Elkins placed fourth in Apparel
and Accessories Marketing
(Associate Level), and Lauren
Carson placed second in Retail
Series
Merchandising
(Associate Level).
These students will have the

Photo provided

Shaye
The students attending DECA Regionals are (from left to right): Lauren Carson,
Dasha
Bogard,
Ashley
Elkins,
Danielle
Crouch,
Andrea
Walker,
Brittany
Camp.
Ustinova, David Szemeredy, Chelsea Riggins, Tucker Adams,and Jennifer Gilbert.
opportunity to advance to state

in March.

level competition in Louisville

Student of the Week

Photo provided

Photo provided

as ramps.
Calloway County High School students study the usefulness of simple machines, such

40

Planning a class party or after-school activity?
Don't forget the pizza!
Make sure
your school
gets a
piece
of the
pie.

EVERYDAY

AS

Seth Parker-Bell, a seventh grader at Murray Middle
School, was recently named Student of the Week by
Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors and WNBS 1340
AM. Parker-Bell, the son of Terry Parker-Bell and
Gerald Bell, enjoyus basketball, model cars, golf,
swimming and reading. He is shown with Rebecca
Landolt (left), a representative of Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors, and Rebecca Coggeshall, who teachers language arts at MMS.
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Spring Time....Yarci Time!
0

SCHOOL SPECIAL!!

HUGE SHIPMENT OF
CONCRETE STATUARY!

5 Large, 1 Topping Pizzas

$500

• Bird Baths • Benches • Stepping Stones • Pot Feet
•Sympathy Stones & Angels • Gazing Balls
Bunnies, Poodles, Frogs, Turtles & More! • Toland Doormats & Flags
• Hummingbird Feeders• Pool & Pond Floaters
0

Each
School Tax Exempt
* Have To Order Minimum of 5*

RED BARN
e

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

•

GIFT SHOPPE

Hwy.94 West • 435-4770 • Open Mon.— Sat., 10 a.m. — 5 p.m.
NOW OPEN SUNDAY 1-5 p.m.

"The Area's Most Unique Shopper

656 N. 12th St.(Next to Office Depot)

753-6666
••
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Dan Hudson, who walked the sidelines
for seven years as head boys' basketball
coach at Murray High, resigned Monday.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Citing family reasons, Murray
High head boys' basketball coach
Dan Hudson officially announced
his resignation on Monday.
"This is something I've been
thinking about for a long time,"
said Hudson, who just completed
his seventh year at the Tigers'
helm. "In coaching, you're gone
a minimum of six months out of
the year. Now, it's time for me to
spend that time with my family."
According to Hudson, his decision to give up the MHS post
centered around another decision
made by his son, Brooks, who
just completed his junior season
as the Tigers' point guard.
"Brooks decided that he didn't
want to play next year," Hudson
claimed. "My intention when I
first took this job was to stay as
long as Brooks was here.
"He approached me and said

he would be willing to play another year if I wanted him to. But I
knew he wouldn't be happy with
that."
Hudson took over the Murray
program before the 1998-99 season after spending six years as an
assistant coach at Fourth District
rival Marshall County, where he
also served as the Marshals' freshmen coach.
In his seven seasons on the
MHS bench, Hudson posted a 75109 record. However, that career
mark was skewed by a 1-24 finish during his first season after
taking over a program that had
went just 2-22 the year before
under Stan Waller.
With his acceptance of the job,
Hudson became the Tigers' fourth
coach in four seasons. Two years
later, he led Murray High back to
prominence in the First Region by
winning the 2000 Fourth District
championship and earning a berth
in the First Region Tournament,

to
where the Tigers dropped their terms of basketball. I wanted
where
to
around
program
this
turn
overin
first-round game to Heath
it was competitive night in and night
time.
we did that."
Murray returned to the region out, and I think
is giving up
he
though
Even
finyear,
ng
tournament the followi
Hudson will
duties,
g
coachin
his
ishing 17-11 in 2000-01. The Tigers'
as a geogHigh
Murray
at
remain
season ended with a loss to Padsocial studies and psycholraphy,
round
the
opening
in
ucah Tilghman
ogy teacher. He is also not ruling
of regional play.
out coaching again.
MHS athletics director David
"I want to take a break and
Carr said Hudson added a steady rest for a year or so," he explained.
influence to a Tiger program that "I'm going to miss the kids and
was in shambles when be arrived. the relationships I've built over
"Dan put in seven years of good the last several years. ... If there's
service to Murray High School. ever an opportunity to help the
He added a great amount of sta- program out at some point. I'd
bility to the program," noted Carr. certainly be willing to look into
"He provided us with a great amount that. But right now I just want to
of leadership during that time." 't take some time off."
"I remember talking with (forCarr said the school would begin
mer MHS principal) Mr. (Dan) the search for Hudson's replacement
Hampton and (former Murray Inde- as soon as possible. He did not
pendent Schools superintendent) put a timetable on the search, but
Mr. (W.A.) Franklin," Hudson did say the district hoped to find
recalled. "We talked about putting a new coach by the time the proMurray High back on the map in gram began its summer schedule.

First Region Tournament

Tornado press the issue

Mierfootball
search expected
to begin this week
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The search for a replacement for long-time Murray High
head football coach Rick Fisher is expected to pick up steam
this week.
MHS athletics director David
Carr said Monday the school
was scheduled to begin interviewing candidates for the position during the next few days.
As many as five candidates
are expected to interview with
the school's five-person committee, which consists of Carr,
Fisher, MHS Principal Teresa
Speed, Murray Independent
Schools Superintendent Dale
Reid and parent representative
Eddie Rollins.
According to Carr, the committee hopes to identify a candidate and make a decision in
time for "at least part of a
spring practice."

^

The Kentucky High School
Athletics Association's spring
practice for football was to
begin yesterday. However. Carr
has petitioned the organization
for an extension because Murray High is currently without
a head coach after Fisher
announced his retirement earlier this year.
"The KHSAA allows you
15 school days to get in 10
of practice,- Carr
days
explained. "You don't have to
have spring practice, but we
would like to have as much
practice time as possible. We'se
requested to start a little later
than usual, but I don't know
if that will be granted."
While no definite timetable
has been set to name a new
coach, Carr said the school
hoped to make an announcement as soon as possible following the interview process.

Say it ain't'bow:
Prior hurt again
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger 8 Times photo

the bench dejected after fouling out in the fourth
Danielle Averill, a junior guard for St. Mary, sits on
finished with five points in a 70-52 loss to the
quarter Monday night against Paducah Tilghman. Averill
Lady Tornado.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Allison Graham has her
team right where she wants
it — back in the First Region
championship. Being the humble Paducah Tilghman head
girls' basketball coach that she
is, win or loose, she's just
happy to be there.

But by its 70-52 slapping Mary and never really relinof St. Mary, it would appear quishing. The Lady Tornado
that the Lady Tornado isn't forced the Lady Vikings (20just taking a whistle-while-you- 10) into 21 first half turnovers
work approach as it seeks the and 14 points for Aseer Itischools first ever regional avkase as Tilghman moves on
to play Marshall County in a
championship.
rematch of last year's region(26-5)
n
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Paducah
implemented a full-court press al finale at the Regional Speearly and often against St. cial Events Center in Murray

'Marshal's Law' back
in order in First Region
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
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and
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today at 7 p.m.
Itiavkase finished with 19
points, while Pam Bell tossed
in 14 and Christian Shelton
tacked on 13 as the three
combined for more than half
of the team's total points.
Itiavkase, a 5-foot-9 senior

AP Photo

Chicago Cubs starter Mark Prior will be out indefinitely because of right elbow inflammation, joining
fellow ace Kerry Wood on the sideline. Wood, slated
right
to start opening day, is out with bursitis in his
shoulder.
By MIKE FITZPATRICK
AP Sports Writer
First, Kerry Wood. Now,
Mark Prior. Two of the Chicago Cubs' top pitchers are enduring a painful spring.
The Cubs learned Monday
that Prior will be out indefinitely because of right elbow
inflammation, joining his fellow ace on the sideline. Wood,
slated to start opening day, is
out with bursitis in his right
shoulder.
Team trainer Mark O'Neal
said the 24-year-old Prior has
some inflammation in the elbow
joint and a little irritation to
the ulnar nerve.
Prior, an I8-game winner in
2003, missed the first two
months of last season because
of right Achilles' tendinitis and
stiffness in his right elbow.
Last July, he missed a start
because of discomfort in the
elbow. But Prior and O'Neal
said the current injury is not
related to last year's problem.
Prior made his Cactus

League debut last Thursday,
when he threw three innings
against Seattle. He said Monday that while doing some routine postgame exercises, he felt
discomfort in the elbow.
Cubs general manager JUri
Hendry said Prior saw elbow
specialist Dr. Lewis Yocum last
weekend and had a precautionary MRI on Sunday.
"There is no damage to the
nerve," Hendry said in Mesa,
Ariz. "The ligament remains
exactly the same from the MRI
last year."
Prior was supposed to pitch
Tuesday against Kansas City but
will miss that start. O'Neal
said that in addition to rest, Prior
is taking anti-inflammatory
medication and the Cubs would
see how he responds to the
rest and medication before
determining when he will begin
throwing again.
Prior is scheduled to make
his first start April 5 at Arizona, in the Cubs' second game
of the season.
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First Region All-Tournament Team

Pulley named
AP's top
vote-getter
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Hopkinsville's Curtis Pulley.
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RICHMOND. Ky. (AP) —
Eastern Kentucky basketball
coach Travis Ford still wore a
brave face the day after learning his team's first-round
NCAA tournament foe would
be second-seeded Kentucky.
The previous week, Ford, a
former Kentucky point guard,
had said several times he'd
rather the Colonels not have
to face his alma mater.
But when the 15th-seeded
Colonels (22-8) make their first
NCAA tournament appearance
since 1979 on Thursday in
Indianapolis, their opponent in
the Austin Regional will be
the team from the school about
30 miles away, in whose shadow they long have toiled.
"I don't think it's either
good or bad." Ford said. "We
knew we were going to have
to play somebody very, very
good. We're going to be an
underdog. We're going to have
to play extremely well. It's
going to be an incredible challenge for us."
Such a pairing seemed some-

what unlikely last week, when
Kentucky (25-5) was in the
running for a No. 1 seed. But
the Wildcats 70-53 loss to Florida in the Southeastern Conference tournament final on Sunday dropped them to a No. 2
seed.
Ford thought a KentuckyEastern Kentucky matchup
would be "too obvious" for
the tournament committee to
consider.
Kentucky coach Tubby
Smith shared that sentiment.
"We would prefer that we
be able to cheer for them,"
Smith said. "We're sure our
fans would love to cheer for
Eastern Kentucky as well. But
I guess the selection committee saw this as a good opportunity to match us up."
The decision by the committee to pair the Colonels and
Wildcats isn't a particularly
popular one in central Kentucky,
where the schools share a number of fans, although Kentucky
loyalists are far more prevalent.
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LOCAL/WASHINGTON

Senators ready for budget fights
over Social Security, Medicaid

Helping Tsunami Victims

By ALAN FRAM
investment accounts still lacks
many specifics, it has become a
Associated Press Writer
top
domestic issue and one of
WASHINGTON (AP) —
the
most politically potent as
Senate
Republicans
and
Democrats are trying to use well. Knowing that, both parties
President Bush's plan to revamp were planning to offer budget
Social Security as a political amendments designed to cause
cannonball against each other in problems for their rivals.
Democrats were ready with
their skirmish over a $2.56 trilproposals making it harder for
lion budget.
Congress to cut taxes or increase
As senators entered the secspending
unless
Social
ond day of their weeklong
Security's long-term solvency
debate over the GOP-written fishas been assured. Republicans
cal outline, fights over
wanted the Senate to go on
Medicaid, tax cuts, the environrecord acknowledging the
ment and other hot-button issues
importance of fixing the prowere also on the horizon.
gram's ills, caused by the com"I don't expect this year will ing crunch of baby boomer
be any easier than the recent retirements.
past" for passing a budget,
A tentative version of a nonSenate Majority Leader Bill binding amendment by Sen. Bill
Frist, R-Tenn., said Tuesday in a Nelson, D-Fla., said in
part,
brief interview.
"Congregs should reject any
Congress failed to enact a Social Security plan that
budget in 1998, 2002 and again requires deep benefit cuts or a
in 2004. Last year was particu- massive increase in debt."
larly
embarrassing
for
Bush would let workers born
Republicans, who controlled after 1949 invest some of their
both • chambers but couldn't Social Security taxes in stocks
resolve a dispute over cutting and bonds. The administration
taxes.
has estimated that the transition
While Bush's Social Security costs for the next 10 years at
proposal to create personal $754 billion — critics predict a

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
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Recently, five classes of students at Murray Middle
School collected $253 to help victims of the
tsunamis that struck the Indian Ocean after
Christmas. Shown are (front from left) Jacob
Cavanaugh; Patrick GrItfo; Sawyer Lawson, Caleb
Birdsong,(middle) Haley Boudreaux; Kayla Adams;
Catherine Claywell, Chelsea Hill, (back) and Holly
Webb, executive director of the Murray-Calloway
County Chapter of the American Red Cross.

far higher price tag — financed with Democrats as the Senate
by extra federal borrowing.
voted to require that new tax
Overall, the Senate budget cuts be paid for with spending
aims to reduce gradually the reductions or tax increases
record federal deficits while cut- unless 60 of the 100 senators
ting domestic spending and bol- voted otherwise. The House
stering defense and security pro- refused to accept that constraint
grams.
and no final budget was
Taxes would be cut by $70 approved.
billion over the next five years,
Other amendments likely this
and $32 billion in five-year savweek
include:
ings would have to be found
•
A proposal by Sens.
from Medicaid, farm supports
Gordon Smith, R-Ore., and Jeff
and other benefit programs.
The plan follows the basic Bingaman. D-N.M., to remove
outline of the budget Bush sent budget language requiring $14
to Congress last month, but it billion in five-year Medicaid
includes smaller tax and spend- savings. Smith says he believes
ing cuts than the president pro- he will prevail, which would be
posed, reflecting the Senate's a rejection for a proposal Bush
more moderate bent.
made as well.
On Monday. the Senate voted
• A reprise of last year's
49-44 to reject a Democratic
amendment requiring that tax
effort to reduce the budget's tax
cuts be paid for.
cut and use the savings to
111 Removing budget lanincrease education spending and
guage shielding the tax cuts
reduce the deficit.
The margin could be much from Senate filibusters, delays
closer in coming fights, with the that take 60 votes to end.
chamber's handful of moderate
111 Killing language that
Republicans likely to tip the bal- would open the door to oil
ance.
drilling in Alaska's Arctic
Last year, four of them stood National Wildlife Refuge.

AP Poll: Bush loses backing when topics shift from terror to Social Security
By WILL LESTER
1\ssociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush loses backing
from independents, women and
older Americans when he
changes the topic from terrorism
rand foreign policy to overhaulSocial
ing
Security. an
,Associated Press poll found.
While
a
majority
of
,mericans approve of Bush's
andling of terrorism and forLtign policy, just over a third. 37
Ipercent, like his approach to
Social Security.
The war on terrorism was the
principal theme of Bush's reelection campaign, yet he has
focused in the early days of his
second term on Social Security.
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Some polls indicate he's been
losing ground on that issue.
On Tuesday. Bush took a
break from Social Security and
returned to his strong suit — the
war on terrorism. He talked
about "welcome signs" of democratic reform in the Middle
East. including elections in
Afghanistan. Iraq and the
Palestinian territories.
"The president has multiple
responsibilities and can't just
talk about one thing," said
David Rohde, a political scientist
at
Michigan
State
University."Even if he has other
reasons for talking about terrorism. however, this could be a
benefit for him. Given the way
things are going on Social

Security, he's likely to try anything."
Approval of Bush's handling
of foreign policy and terrorism
has risen slightly since February
— from 47 percent to 52 percent, according to the poll conducted for the AP by IpsosPublic Affairs
"In the war on terrorism, the
president seems to be doing
what it takes to get the job
done." said Derek Dailey, an
electronic technician from
Indianapolis. "A few countries
are experiencing freedoms
they've never had before."
On the issues of foreign
affairs and terrorism, many
groups approve of Bush's performance or are closely divided.

Non-whites, residents of the Catholics. married women,
Northeast, those who make less older
Americans
and
than $25,000 and Democrats Southerners indicate stronger
were the groups most likely to doubts than they have about
show strong opposition.
Bush's handling of terrorism.
Madison Slusher, a physician
By Thursday, Bush was on a
and teacher in Winston-Salem. swing through several states,
N.C., has mixed feelings about starting with Kentucky, to talk
some Bush policies but says the more about Social Security.
president deserves respect for
A majority of Americans. 56
his approach to fighting terror- percent, say they disapprove of
ism.
Bush's handling of Social
"I think we did the right thing Security. A similar number in a
by taking the fight to the Middle recent AP poll opposed the creEast, even though the weapons ation of personal accounts.
thing wasn't handled just right,"
More than half of Americans,
Slusher said. "It's not something 55 percent, still have a general
that all Americans like, but it's sense that the country is headed
necessary."
down the wrong track.
On the subject of Social
"The price of oil keeps going
Security, political independents. up, making everybody else rich,

and many people here are making minimum wage," said Brian
Wiatr, a laborer living on the
fringe of - Detroit. "You can't
even afford to fill your car up
with gas and buy groceries."
The public is about evenly
split on Bush's job performance
overall, with 48 percent approving and 50 percent disapproving.
Men were more likely than
women to approve of Bush's job
performance.
"I lean toward disapproval,"
vid Tammy Schneider, a stayat-home mother of three who
lives near Peoria, Ill. "I just feel
he has not been judicious with
our financial affairs." She voted
for Bush in 2000 but not in
2004.
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YOU SHOW US:
*Average credit (not perfect)
*Steady income history

WE SHOW YOU:

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
"We Service All Brands"

*100% loan, no money down
*Flexible, forgiving program
*Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

(270) 753-7407
ral 111 N. le St.
Suite B • Murray

212 East Main St. • 753-1586

•
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out ofsight!
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Free Check Engine
Light Diagnosis
(Must present coupon - otter expires March 31, 2005)

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick
1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray •(270) 753-5315 -(800)455-5315
www.brasidesartewerld.con
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The Murray Board of Education is accepting sealed bids for general supplies and
equipment to include athletic supplies &
equipment, athletic equipment reconditioning, audio visual, band/music supplies, business forms (Custom), custodial
supplies & equipment, duplicating supplies, fire/safety/security items, first
aid/health supplies, furniture, instructional supplies, laminating & binding
supplies, library books & supplies, lumber
& garden supplies, maintenance supplies
& equipment, office supplies, playground
equipment & supplies, printing services,
specialty items (Art, Math, Science,
Special Education, etc.I, toner, tools &
equipment, transportation supplies, trophies & awards, and uniforms. Bids will
be accepted until 2:00 P.M.. Wednesday
March 30. 2005. at the Murray Board
Office. Specifications are on file at the
Murray Board of Education, Carter
Administration Building, 208 S. 13th
Street, Murray, KY 42071. The Murray
Board of Education reserves the right to
reject any and/or all bids.

Nets

Lost end Food

BRAIN FREEZE CLUE

LOST: video camera &
case between 330 and
4:00AM Thursday 3/10
between room 313 and
my car at the hospital.
435-4276

THE lesson doesn't
end at the door to the
ctassroorn//
Keep weaving threads
of the story on life's
loom//
You're always leamin7/
Brain always churnin'll
You traveled many
miles and saw our
great country//
Now share with others
what you know and you
did seell
In your new schooll/
Y'all be cool!
DAILY
Specials.
Sandra D's 94 East
293-3816

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
ord Fogad
JUST give us a call,
we'll be OW to help,

407
St.
urrav

Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
LOST: $250 Reward.
German
Jumbo
Shepherd. Black/tan
male. Last seen 3/4/05
on Calloway County
line. No questions.
Home: 270-436-4496,
cell. 618-638-3501

REWARD
for lost
boxer
mix. Young
female, brown and
white. Last seen wearing collar. Spotted near
home 03-12-05 off
Rowland Road. 7678990 or 978-0395
060

Itslp Waled

PUBLIC RELATIONS POSITION
The Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation Department is
recruiting for a part-time public relations position to develop a program to
promote the Park and to enhance partnerships with community, public, and
private agencies.
Essential Duties and Responsibilities are as follows:
1 Plans and coordinates activities with other community agencies,
service groups and private agencies.
1 Prepares and distributes fact sheets, flyers, brochures and
media releases.
1:71 Develops and maintains MCCPR WebPage.
0Plans broadcast coverage of events.
1 Develops special projects for public awareness
0 Recruits volunteers and sponsors for community events.
Prepares grant proposals and seeks private and public partnerships.
Education arid experience required include a Bachelor's degree (or within
two semesters of completion) and experience in marketing, public relations or related area with a keen interest in the development of recreational programs and public park systems. Excellent computer skills and ability to learn the programs such as Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator are necessary.
Pay commensurate with education and experience. Average 20 hours per
week. Benefits include flexible hours and opportunity for creativity.
Resumes must be received by March 17, 2005.
Send resume to:
Murray-Calloway County Park
Attn: Brad Steele, Park Director
900 Payne Street, Murray, KY 42071

Cafe:
Apple
BIG
kitchen help needed.
Apply in person. 1005
Arcadia Circle

GREEN Acres Health
Care is currently hinng
for the following positions: RN-LPN, weekend option 6A -6P.
weekend option 6P-6A
PAN or scheduled parttime position. CNA,2P10P full time, 10P-6A
full time. Anyone interested in becoming part
of our team may apply
in person at Green
Acres Health Care, 402
West Farthing Street.
Mayfield, KY 42066.
LOCAL Heating & kC
Company accepting
resumes for
Receptionist/Customer
Service position. Must
have experience with
multi-line phone
system, computers.
and work well with the
public. Send resumes
to P.O. Box 1040-1,
Murray. KY 42071
NEED cooks and
fountains for days
and nights. Must be
able to work weekends. Apply at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
Street. No phone

111

ARE YOU A COLLEGE
STUDENT NEEDING A
PART TIME JOB?

Advertising Sales Yellow Pages
Hometown Phone Book
Paducah Sales Office

-

We are seeking energetic individua4 interested in working 20 10 30 hours per week.
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
offering flexible hours with above average pay package. Please send your resume
or come by our office to complete an application.

ATTN: Human Resources
P.O. Box 1567
1410 Industrial Drive
Paris, TN 38242

CUSTODIAN
The Calloway County Board of
Education is accepting applications for a
full time custodian at East Calloway
Elementary School. Excellent fringe benefits. Hourly rate of pay begins at $8.19
and will commensurate with experience.
Applications are available at the
Calloway County Board of Education,
2110 College Farm Road, Murray, KY
42071 and must be submitted by Friday.
March 18, 2005. Any further information
may be obtained by calling Fred Ashby,
Principal at 762-7325. The Calloway
County Board of Education is an Equal
Education and Employer Institution.

NEEDED: Seasonal
CDL drivers. Apply at
Royster Clark, Hardin.
270-437-4000

$5,000 REWARb
FOR INFORMATION TO
THE ARREST AND
CONVICTION OF PERSONS
VANDALIZING CARS AT

5 POINTS AUTO SALES
THE NIGHT OF MARCH
8TH. CALL CRIME
STOPPERS AT 753-9500
OR MURRAY POLICE
DEPARTMENT.

Western Kentucky Territory. Earn
$40,000 +. LEADS FURNISHED
Salary, Commission, Medical, Dental,
401K, call: 1-800-399-5401 ext. 221.
Volunteer Home Care, Inc., is seeking the
following positions for the Paris branch:

*CLINICAL SUPERVISOR

MSCB,Inc

060

HIM OMNI
DRIVERS

NEEDED.
COMPETITIVE
WAGES.
HOME

WEEKENDS. BENEFITS. MUST HAVE
CLASS A COL WITH
MINIMUM 3 YEARS

OTR EXPERIENCE
DRIVING
CLEAN
RECORD. (800)4686087
DRIVERS
wanted
Must be at least 23
years old Must have 2
years
experience
Flatbed or van Home
most weekends, 270382-2277

OPENINGS now and in
90 days - Software firm
Customer/
seeking
Technical Support rep
WI great phone & computer skills. Health ins..
18 paid days off/ yr.
retirement plan Send
resume to gale°
or
powerclakb com
Hawkins Research.
408 N. 4th St„ Murray.
KY 42071

March Special
Run a one inch ad in our Classified section
for only

$70.00

"FIELD STAFF RN
Sign-On Bonus with excellent benefits offered,
(Medical, dental, vision, FSA,401K and more)
Previous home care experience preferred, but
not required.
Meese contact:
Melisha Burns, RN, Branch Manager
(731)642-4285

Or tax resume to:(731)642-7910

OPHTHALMIC ASSISTANT
Jackson Purchase Medical Center's
Medical Offices has an opening for a
part-time
Ophthalmic
Assistant.
Optical experience a plus. Salary commensurate with experience. To apply
submit resume and two references to
Jackson Purchase Medical Center's
Human Resource Department, 1099
Medical Center Circle, Mayfield, KY
42066
Drivers Wanted:
Looking for senous individuals who art interested in contributing to building a positive tearn spirit; puts success of
team above own interests, are able to follow policies and procedures to support organization's goals and values.
required Must be able to write simple cotrespondence, record
mileage and fuel ,xsisumpuon Must have ability to apply
common sense understanding to carry out written or oral
instructions. assertive and looks for ways to improve sad promote quality. demonstrates accurny and thoroughness, persistence and oven-omes obstacles. measure self against standard
of excellence. Individual who is able to mem productivity standards and completes work in a timely manner, following
instructions and responds to management direction and takes
responsibility for own actions.
Benefits
-I ill benefit package ins uding niesiaal dental and eye insurance
.401K
.0. BOX 1003
•Paid ‘auifion
KY 4200
•Roinci Posninal
No1Mons Calls accepted.

GlenDi Inc.
3015 E 200 N
Rochester, Indiana 46975
Since 1986

Hiring Owner Operators
In Murray, KY.
Pay $.95 per mile
2500 to 3200 miles per week
Stop pay + fuel surcharge
8250.00 Quarterly safety bonus.

Contact; the Murray, KY. Office
1-888-459-5540
Between the hours of
9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m
Monday through Friday

per month

(regular price: $120.52)

Call Classified Advertising at
(270) 753-1916 for details.

This space
could be yours
for $70
per month!

• Minimum of one month
• No changes can be made
• Prepayment required
• No refunds for early cancellation

060
Help WanIrd

calls.

ARE YOU CURRENTLY
EMPLOYED AND NEED
ADDITIONAL INCOME?

ADMINISTR AT IV E
SECRETARY I. Parttime (20 hr/wk), partial
benefits. High school
graduate. two years
general
secretarial
experience required.
Excellent communication, organizational,
bookkeeping, secretarial, personal computer
skills
required;
Microsoft Office preferred. Salary $7.64
hourly. Keyboarding
test required. Click on
"Employment"
at
www.murraystate.edu
for additional information. Apply at: Human
Resources,
Murray
State University, 404
Sparks Hall, Murray
State
University,
Murray, KY 420713312. EEO, WF/D, AA
employer.

Get lucky
with our...

IR*Waled

LAW
Nibs •

Now accepting
applications for a full
time or part time manager and cooks

Apply in person
at Nick's
616 N. 12th
Murray
OWN a computer? Pu
it to work! Up to
$1,500 to $7,500/mo
PT/FT. 1-8E18-3143790 24 hr recording.
FREE BOOKLET.
mew vrtworldwide.com
PAINTERS Wanted:
Local painting contractor is recruiting expenenced
professional
painters. Must have at
least 4yrs expenence.
Please call (270)7536895 leave message.
No walk-in applications
accepted.

Plant Manager
We are a manufacturer of
horsepower
fractional
motors and blowers seeking an experienced Plant
Manager. Post-secondary
degree preferably in
Business Management or
Electrical Engineenng.
Candidate should have at
least 5 year, experience as
a plant manager or similar
role, with a background in
Kaizen.
Lean
Manufaciunng, Quahty
methods, Safety. 5S and
Productive tracking and
improvement. In addition
candidates should possess
sound administrative/
management skills and he
a strong team builder.

Good computer. communication. and customer
interaction skills are
required.
OUT company offers a
competitive salary and
benefits package, which
includes mayor medical.
dental, life and 40IK.

If you are interested in
this position Please send
your resume with salary
to
requirements
fhartAjakelinc.corn or
mail to /Ad Inc.. Attn.
H/R Manager. 700 N. 4th
St., Murray, KY 42071
MIFNID -EDE
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F 9am-lpm only! 1800-578-8799

RIM Wired
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT &
MARINA. Hwy. 68 at
Jonathan Creek. hiring
for season:
STORE CLERKS- Full
& Part time w/cash register and calculator
experience. fishing and
boating
knowledge
helpful.
OUTSIDE
DOCK PERSON - Full
& Part time, some fishing & boating experience. HOUSEKEEPERS - Must be able to
work any of the 7 days
in week, hours vary.
Call week days only,
between 9:00 to 4:00
for interview & job
application. 270/3546569
TWO star child care
center is now accepting
applications for child
care providers with
child care experience.
Apply at 109 S. 15th
St., Murray

MRS. Kim's Daycare
(Where Our Future's
So Bright We Gotta
Wear Shades) now
accepting enrollment
ages 6wks-13yrs. MonFri 5:30AM-6:30PM,
Saturdays 5:30AM-2
Nighttime care available in future. Any
questions
call
(270)767-0791 Soon
we will be moving closer to town!
WILL sit with elderly
and
housecleaning
753-0331

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

1

11311ait1010

A& A
Logging Co.
Buyer of standing tim-

ber. pupwood, pine.
Ph. 658-3676 or 7059099
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 Of all Cali
Larry at 753aluminum
BUYING
cans and other aluminum Key Auto Parts
753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th.
Murray

SPORTSMAN'S Boat
Works. Hwy. 68 at
Jonathan Creek needs
knowledgeable Parts
Person for OutboardsEvinrude/bombardier
and I/0's - MerCnnser
& Volvo Ponta and
SOMA computer skills
Call
270/354-6569
Monday-Friday 9 to 4
ONLY, tOr application

USED carpeting. electnc baseboard heaters.
refrigerators, air conditioners, stoves, washers and dryers, doors,
and storm windows
753-4109

and lob Interview.

436-5235

WANT to buy punk cars,
trucks, and tractors

1

111111
Went IN,

WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
WANTED riding mowers that need work
436-2867
150
Articles
For Sale
2 NCAA Tournament
tickets_ Lower level, 3
sessions, total of 6
games at Gaylord
Entertainment Center
in Nashville $600 4928514. leave message

BRAND new Gibson
guitar. $250 Call 7679332 or 293-0030
leave a msg Coffee
oak table & 2 end
tables also for sale
$175. 767-9332

DIRECTV
Get a 4-room Satellite
system free, installed
free Take Total Choice
Plus for $45.99 per mo.
& get HBO. Cinemax.
Showtime & Starr tree
for 3 months Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into
759-0901.

FREE
Get a 4-room Satellite
System free. DVR &
HD receivers available
6 months free HD
package with DISH
network Amenca's Top
60 channels with local
only
networks for
$31.99 per month Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into
759-0901.
GOLF cart
Yamaha 4 cycle with
cargo bed. $1,700
759-4017

INTERNET
High speed Internet via
satellite Only $29.99
per
month
Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
759-0901
OFFICE desks. neon
(open) sign. Coke
machine washer and
dryer, M I G. and T I G
welders, Case tractor
with backhoe attachment 753-4109
PERMANENT makeup $65 full eyeliner gift
certificates available
Details in Benton 270994-0289

TV'S
Come by & check out
our large selection of
TV's U.horne electronics Plasma. LCD. DLP
& Protection. TV furniture also available.
Beasley Antenna and
Satellite 500 N 4th Si.,
Murray. KY
Appliances
WHIRLPOOL Washer
& Dryer $175/both
Cal alter 5:00p m
(2701929-2237

CLASSIFIEDS
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AWN MOWING

Opening Soon! New ly Constructed!
Agawam

ableasale
For Itim
[
I
F
Il

Large Selection

Extretnely nice 2BR

USED
APPLIANCES

2BA Large living room
nice dining area nice
kitchen with double
door refrigerator with
ice maker and water
Smooth top range
disposal
garbage
washer/dryer
furnished Carport and
extra storage room
Under priced at $550
759-3772

Ward-Elkins
On the Square

4 Scaffold wagons
S1.000 759-5241 or
293-7535

1999 Mobile Home
16x70 electric Ca-VA
W&D
refrigerator.
underpinned
front
porch excellent condition, set up on rented
ot in Stella, KY
$19900 753-9688

4 BEDROOM. 2 BATH
DOUBLEWIDE ON 6
ACRES
IN
McLEMORESVILLE!
Call now ' 731-584-

9429
SPECLOSEOUT
CIALS. MUST SEE TO
BELIEVE! Don? miss
•,-,ese deals, Come by
C'atc n Homes in
CariJen today! 731-

584-9429
N,,I;E -93 Spiral 16x80
mciie home 3BR.
eBA
516.000 227PANORAMA Shores,
pr,
.ate day area & boat
"amp 1989 14x70, 3
bearJorn 2 bath. fully
*L.,,asried used seasonally only), 2 large
lots out building & caro n
building spot'
436-2388
538.500
O'BO

REPO'S! Singlewides
Doubleandes,
Land'home packages
-1.aliable' Call 731-

584-9429
SHOWMODEL
Reduction Sale.
Several Preowned
ones to choose from
Keith Baker Homes.
Paris 1,7311 644-0012
,300-533-3568

2BR $275 753-6012
3 bedroom. 2 bath trailer Day. 436-5051
Night: 436-5277
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
LOTS for rent
9866

753-

320

FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N
16th St now accepting
applications for 1 br
starting at $330/month,
2br townhouses basic
rent $360, month Call
Leave
753-1970
Message
LIVE Oak Apts
Newly Remodeleu
18R $29600
28R S340 00
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment

753-8221
NEW 2BR. 2BA. never
lived in Close to camWater
pus.
and
garbage
included.
$500 a month 7532225 days, 759-1509
evenings

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
IBA From $280
2BR From $325

Call Today!
753-8668.
VERY nice 2 bedroom
2 bath duplex Quiet
neighborhood, all appliances. references. no
pets $475 per month
436-5927
VERY roomy, 2br.
2 bath, garage. C/H/A.
All appliances, 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit.
no pets 753-2905
Houses For Rent

Apartments For Rent
I OR 2br apts nea
lc.Ant,u,vn
Murray
stamng at $200 mo
753-4109
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty 753. .
4114

2 bedroom, 1 bath
month
$425
257
Tobacco Rd 753-1159
2BR near downtown
Murray, 753-4109
2BR. 1BA. $385 per
month plus deposit
753-0095

1BR. 1 bath studio.
$335 month 213R. 1
bath washer & dryer,
5410 month 753-7559

3BR. 1713 Oakhill, all
appliances furnished.
$675.imo. 293-7738

1BR 1 bath washer &
,Jryer. 5325 month
753-7559

36R. 1BA. 306S 15th,
no pets, $475/mo 7594826 leave message.

1BR low utilities. no
Pets, $225 a month
753-3949

4 year old brick house
on Kentucky Lake with
boat slip. 38R, 2.5BA,
wd hookup. $875 a
month 270-436-5321
or 314-503-6011

BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR. IBA in good
neighborhood. close to
MSU. Deposit and references required. 2938462
3BR apts available for
immediate occupancy.
Please call 753-8221
3BR 2BA Very large
obgarage. $750 deposit
& rent w/one year
lease 270-753-8242.
270-752-0494
4 bedroom house 1, 2.
3 apts. 753-1252 or
753-0606

1750 Lees Drive Murray, KY 42071
2, tf .4 bedroom, amilable
• Free Cable ilk..ounto.1 Internet & phone fats Ith El,
• Washer/Drser Pros ivied • Large paciou. unit,
• Fulls equipped eickirk: kitchen iiklude. kuntc
Refrigerator DISh% itAlle1/1)1p0,
41
• Carpet/Ceramic Tik: throughout
•Central iieetAir • Outside ,torage • Fools
,..

Affordable rents - Some restrictions apnix
Call Joy for details... 270.762.104-1 in
TTY# 800-648-6056

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units Available
.Now Have Climate Control

753-3853
AMIIMINEalex

PREMIER MINISTORAGE •Inside climate
control storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

ginmercial Prop
For Sale

NEW 3BR.2BA duplex.
$700 per month Call
293-5423

COMMERICAL proper
ty 152)(228', has street
frontage on all four
sides. approx 100'x30'
brick & vinyl bldg.
newly paved parking
lot. 50')(20' block bldg
located at rear. For
more information call
877-726-4077

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536

Wheat Straw
S2.00 Bale
Mulch: Truck-load
or Bucket
Kelly Farms
759-8858
753-8697

2 spaces. both 15x50
One unfinished, configure to suit One finished as very nice
office, $475
Call
Nelson Shroat 7533772
7.100 square feet on
approximately 3 acres.
Office space. 2 bathrooms, equipped with
gas heat, air hookup.
steel hoist beam, great
lighting, excellent location The building is
divided and can be
leased by section Call
753-2905 or 293-8595.
COMMERCIAL property. approx. 1.500 sq. ft.
500 N. 4th St., Murray
Plenty
of
window
space, high traffic area.
Monthly or yearly lease
available. For more
information call 7590901 or come by
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite_
OFFICE space. Village
Center, 1406 North
12th St. 1.200 sq.
ft.753-7559

Peb & Supplies
AKC Boston Terne
Female. 3-months old
$350 (270) 978-1778
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858

Check out the
classifieds at
WAY mur•ayterkier,
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

TW colt mares. $225
15 year OH mare & SB
gelding. $500 each
Great Pyrenees, 4
months old. AKC
$100 527-7910

LOCATED IN BEL AIR
CENTER ON MURRAY'S
SOUTHSIDE

$2,000
$1,000

FOR INFORMATION CALL
270-753-2552
270-293-5656

.41Io ••••,/ ••6
• •

•

87 Cutlass excellen
condition $3500 489
2544 leave message
Thunderbird
1986
$300.00 753-7542

LOTS for sale Cal
753-4761
150
Farms For Sale
195 acres. loins TVA a
Wildcat Campground
county water & power
good hardwood and
pine timber, exc hunting. (270)871-2834 or
(270)748-2808
Acreage
15 fenced acres 3
miles from Murray
550.000. 753-1940 or
978-0523
COUNTRY Living 8
acre mini farm with
well Coldwater 2933382

2BR
with
vertica
duplex behind. Grea
investment. $65,000.
270-753-4109. 270227-1545
3 BR. 2.5 BA Tn-level.
Great room, vaulted
ceiling, updated, roofed
in 2001. Priced to sell.
$120,000. 436-2994
CANTERBURY. 4BR.
2 5BA.
Home
by
owner. Fenced backyard. 5159.000. 1523
Beckett Dr. 759-2158
GREAT in town location on Poplar St
Charming 2.750 sq ft
3I3R. 2BA Features
hardwood floors. 2 fireplaces,
bookcases,
remodeled bathrooms,
brand new Trane central unit, large treed
yard with deck & patio
702 Poplar. $t35,000
753-8736 or 753-2552
HOME for sale in the
heart of the city.
Minutes from the university. grocery store.
restaurants and bank
City school district
3BR, 2 bath. 2 car
garage. brick, like new
Call (270)556-9819

1994 Ford Aerostar

[111F
por10tility
l
Vehicles
1999 Blue Durango
4x4, low miles, excellent condition. 7537060

2004 Nissan Maxima.
white. 21,000 miles.
loaded, will consider
trade-in 753-3119 after
5.

1997 Grand Prix 4door. 90xxx miles.
great condition, runs
perfect, new tires Call
(270) 489-2068 or 9780922

e

Relennces Available
10 Years Experience

_

RARE EARTH
NUR5ERY 8 GARDEN CENTER

minivan

runs and
excellent
SI 500 Call 270-748/82

Ii, en_sed ct In.sured

McGrews

Used Trucks

VINYL SIDING &
CUSTOM REMODELING

2000 Nissan Frontie
SE V6. 50.000 miles
4W0 436-2602
2000 Silverado 1500
LS Z71, extended cab.
4 door, new tires,
condition.
excellent
94,000 miles, $15,500.
Call Todd at 270-2930773
97' GMC Jimmy 4door. 100,000+ miles,
good condition $5,000
080
2005 Kodiak 450 4x4
4-wheeler 17 hours,
Brand new condition, 2
year extended warranty. $5,500 OBO. (270)
767-0048 Days (731)
498-6234 Nights
Boats & Motors
1986 Bomber Crappie
Boat, 1996 60-hp Johnson motor, perfect condition Call (270) 4892068 or 978-0922

436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair Tune-up
specials Work guaranteed, free pick-upidelivery,
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
_out garages gutters.
Junk & tree work.

492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS New
Roots. all types 29
years experience Call
Carters

A Shade Greener
Lawn Care
•Gutter Cleaning
•Shrub Trimming
•Sm Tree Trimmings
Quality
Service
&
Affordable Prices, Free
Estimates Call David
(Home) 270-395-9915

(Mobile) 519-238i
A -1
'AFFORDABLE
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks. sun
rooms, roofing. vinyl
siding. mobile home
repair. sagging floors.
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
(270)753-9372
or
(270)753-0353

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.

For Free Estimate
Call (270)489-2472
After 5 p.m.

Cell (270)293-2494

David's Home
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding. firewood Insured 4892839
GARDEN of Eden
Mowing,
Lawncare.
trimming, spring clean
up. gutters cleaned out,
trimmed
shrubs
Residential & commer
cal 489-2689 or I
888-489-2689

Green Acres Lawn
Service:
•10-years service.
•Shrub and tree tnmming *gutter cleaning
-Spring cleaning
•Othe services
*Quality service at
affordable prices
(270)753-0462
227-8658

"since 1971"
-Carpets •UpholsterV
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
'Got Dirt?"

753-5827

KENTUCKY
MOIIINGCO.
270-753-2442
AN Nee
Lemma aImo&

Landscaping.
Fertilizer and Light
Backhoe Work.

at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.

270-436-5507 Home

CLEAN
Cut Lawn
Care. Lawns mowed,
free estimates. 2931924

RES1COM
Contractors, LLC.

trimming. Please cal i
for fair estimate.

753-8682
I.DC Lawn

270-293-7717 Cell

Residential
Commercial repairs.
remodels, additions.
Replacement windows.
vinyl siding, decks.
Insurance claims welcome. 270-227-2115,
270-436-5764

David's Home
a re

• First cut tree

270-489-6229
CUSTOM Ir,, •
work tilling, blade
work, bush hogging
Free estimates Gerald
L Carroll, owner. 4926159 or 293-0163
DNJ HANDYMAN

Improvement
•
Braces &
Remodeling & PiuTtog
David Galfirnore. 0.kper
Will Do Insurance Work

Visa& MasterCard Amalie
731-247-5422
WANTED: Yards

mow
6119

to
Reliable 293-

We do 311 the odd lobs
you don't have tanr
for
293-5438

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503

MOWING, trimming,
mulching, painting, odd
lobs. cleaning. Free
Estimates. 767-0533
978-1115

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
-Vinyl Siding & Fencing -Mobile Homes
*Brick -All External Cleaning
-Acid Cleaning M ailable
•We Use Hot Water .Parking Lots & Dri%eihay,

David Borders
l270) 767-0313 or (270) 527-7176

Improvement
Wale: Damaged
Braces & Floor Jotsr
Remodeling & Plum,
David Galkmore Amer
Will Do Insurance Work

visa & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422

NEED ROCK?
Order your D.G.A. (driveway rock) today
and save. Rip rap and all ,other limestone
products also available. Can spread with
tractor for an additional charge.

SHERMAN TRUCKING
Benton, KY
Call Andy Sherman

* Cell: 270-210-0665
Home: 270-527-5982
WALTERS
CONTRACTING

WALLPAPERING and
interior painting Free
estimates Call Lone at
Graceful

Changes.

607-738-2910

DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work_ Over 30 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters 753-2592.

Horoscopes

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Wednesday, March 16, 2005:
You discover the importance of
your home and personal life this
•For all residential and
year. You will want to spend as
small commercial
much time with family and loved
painting needs
ones as possible..A new home or
-Interior & Exterior
perhaps a remodeled home
*Custom spraying for
entices many of you. Some of
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters you will consider a home office or
home-based business. You can
-No job too small
count on a partner or key associ-Free estimates
ate. Together you can make a lot
753-8858
of money, increasing your securiLAM LAWN
ty. If you are attached. your relaMOWING SERVICE:
tionship will bloom. The two of
you will want more time alone.
ant your lawn to
Nan a trip for 2006. It you are
its besti
' single, 'you 44111 Went a special
Call 753-1016
person in your life. As a result,
7314$11
you might jump into a relationship too quickly. Know that you
LAYMti
Hatkon, are desirable and give up a
hauling & backhoe. sense of feeling pressured.
753-4545. 767-0213
Travel and foreigners play roles
LEE'S time - in your life during winter 2005.
GEMINI can be an anchor
Cleaning

Dozer work & Track
hoe
CARPORTS Starting

io II I

David's Cleaning
Services

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING

PAYTON LAWN CARE

1,0\

Phone, 270-7624)506

7 to 5 p.m.

Septic system, gravel.
white rock
436-2113

\ I I 01% Ll

mowing,
•
reeunstruLlion. and icc,tahliNtintent
• Chemical applications for treating weeds,
diseases and pests in the entire landscape
• Free landscape designs and estimates
• Landscape installation. maintenance, and
renovation

-

drives

compiete
• Fred iNimates
2000 Harley Davidson
Softail. Customized,
completely chromed
out. Extra nice bike.
13.000 miles. 270-2935215

Free Estimates

Murray, KY

ALL CARPENTRY
Homes For Sale

Laiaibi.ape De5irta, lasitanation and .Winatetiantee
Cheaper tins tie seiriery, with Joinery quality!

Vans

Services Offered
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer
$125,000
270-7534109, 270-227-1545

WADE FARMS
(2 )436-6255

Real Estate

Lots For Sale

RETAIL/OFFICE
SPACE FOR LEASE

8,000 SQ. FL
4,000 SQ. FT.

6 year old gelding guar
ter horse trained in
Western
Pleasure
Asking $1,200 270474-8822
270-7038541

conewriesi prop. tor rent

Retriever
GOLDEN
F/lyr. 759-0210
50X20 block storage
building Electricity, n(
water Located behind
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite $150 monthly.
759-0901

PROMS/OVAL LANDSCAPING

TANGLEWOOL)APARTMENTS

110\11. RF.1)\IR
SITtl \
*Decks to tdditions
.311year...experience
-tau John
at 293-4912

61,T Laws WA*
\timing
Nelwri 1.•••••, mad14••••••Wis

Gerdes Inside.•issebseet

Nibs 27*-400.2533
CL 270,293-X32
170.2034N11

A

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 Difficult

by Jacqueline Bigar
sibility than you have in a long
time. Understand that often your
efficiency creates more work for
you. If there is something you
have always wanted to do, either
involving your work or daily life,
now is the time, Tonight: Discuss
your dreams.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You naturally say and
do the right thing. Don't hold
back:
be
spontaneous.
Information you get puts a smile
on your face. A loved one or child
might not be as together as you
would like. Tonight: Buy tickets to
a concert or rent a movie.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
pariner is on top of an
issue that heads your way. You
might want to rethink a decision
because of what this person
shares with you. The situation
might not be as clear as you
would like it to be. You also might
be holding back information.
Tonight: Go along with plans.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Others make suggestions that work for you. Meetings,
networking and people in general help you realize key goals. You
feel good. Your intuition works
overtime. Use your imagination.
Add your unique touch. Tonight:
Go along with a friend's or loved
one's suggestion.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Your ability to identify what
needs to be done emerges.
Others approve of and appreciate your efforts. An acknowledgment, promotion or pay raise will
head your way in the next few
months. Be careful with funds
today. Tonight: Get some exercise.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your excitement is contagious. Your ideas and dreams
are well received. Your creativity
flourishes, attracting many to
you. If you are single. a romantic
scenario is highlighted. If you are
attached, why not add some of
the old spice to your bond?
Tonight: Dinner with music.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Your mind drifts to personal matters. An investment that
might involve a partner could
prove to be extremely lucrative.
Discuss the part you play financially. Listen to a family member
or roommate who clearly cares.
Tonight: Happy at home.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Your efforts draw beneficial results, no matter which
direction you turn. Be sure of
yourself. Positive attitudes surround your work, personal life
and general interactions. A meeting is inspiring and uplifting.
Tonight: Visit with a friend.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Expenses might occur, but
you have the ability to handle the
costs by putting in overtime or
perhaps assuming more responsibility A boss might have many
great ideas but might not be able
to give good instructions.
Tonight: Expenses soar.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You are in the right
place at the right time. Your personality melts others' resistance.
Use your creativity, intellect and
personality to empower your
actions and relationships. Your
popularity soars. Your mind
experiments with new ideas.
Tonight: The world is your oyster.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Take your time making
decisions. A situation surrounds
your personal and domestic life.
Evaluate more carefully changes
that involve key life issues while
you can. Assume greater control
of your life. Tonight: Easy does it. BORN TODAY
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Fourth U.S. President James
***** Zoom in with that mag- Madison (1751), comedian Jerry
netic energy that you so often Lewis (1926), actor Erik Estrada
exude. Others inspire you, but (1949)
•••
you also know how to inspire
them. Speak and share more. Jacqueline Bigar is on
the
You could be surprised at the Internet at
http:thvww.jacqueoptimism that bubbles forth. linebigar.com.
Make what you want possible.
(c) 2005 by King Features
Tonight Where the action is.
Syndicate Inc.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You assume more respon-

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC
Practice and specialized training dedicated
exclusively to
the treatment of asthma, hay fever, sinus diseases
eczenti
and other allergic disorders in children and adults
No Referral Necessary • New Patients
Welcome

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071

Mom struggles to support
her gay teenage daughter

controlled by antihistamines?
DEAR DR. G017: Could
my husband be addicted to overthe-counter allergy relief pills
for nasal decongestion? He
never
exhibits
allergy
symptoms,
•
yet he continues the
pills. Let's
face
it,
those pills
aren't that
Dr. Gott effective.
He is also
on medicaBy
Dr. Peter Gott
for
migraines
and takes the medication as
needed (which is often). Do
we have a problem here?
DEAR READER: Your husband could have become habituated to anti-allergy pills, meaning that he perceives he needs
them even when he may not.
This is different from an addiction, when a person physically craves a drug.
For some people, antihistamine/decongestant medicine
really is effective. Such medication, when appropriately
used now and then during the
allergy season, will relieve troublesome symptoms such as congestion, runny nose and itchy
eyes.
Perhaps your husband should
be examined by an allergist. The
specialist may be able to discover to what your spouse is
reacting. Then, rather than relying on medicine, he should be
able to avoid the allergen or
undergo desensitization therapy with injections.
Remember, too, that most
nose-spray
decongestants
shouldn't be used for more
than a week at a time because
of "rebound." With prolonged
use, they actually worsen congestion. Maybe this is your
husband's problem. In any case.
the allergist should be able to
sort things out.
To give you related infor-

mation, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Allergies." Other readers who
would like a copy should send
a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092-0167. Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My son
is HIV positive. Since I do
all his washing and clean his
room, what can I do to protect myself from contracting
the HIV virus?
DEAR READER: You
should avoid touching his bodily secretions with your bare
hands. This is certainly not a
problem during normal cleaning and washing, but at least
in theory, you could become
infected if any of his bodily
fluids enter a cut or scrape in
your skin.
Therefore, if you have to
clean up vomit or if he accidentally cuts himself, you
should probably use rubber
gloves when tending to your
responsibilities.
Please note that I am purposely being over-cautious in
my advice. There is little if
any risk in normal social interaction within a family. Perhaps you should ask your son's
physician for more detailed and
specific advice because I am
not familiar with the details
of the case.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
93 and in good health except
for a serious problem with balance. I tend to fall and my
doctor says it is age-related
and incurable. I live by myself
and need your advice to stay
relatively independent.
DEAR READER: At 93,
you are indeed fortunate to
enjoy good health, but this is
not to say that the quality of
your life could not improve.
Problems with balance are universal in the elderly and can
often be significantly improved
by therapy, most notably programs that are designed specif-

iSNCE.
whOLE HOUSE-\
lb 8EINC, T5KE/4 OVER,
IT SWUM 8E AN SPOT .r ..)

DEAR ABBY: In 2000, I must be doing something right,
won full custody of my two because she is assured enough
children, a boy, 12, and a girl, about who she is that she feels
"Dallas," who is now 14.
safe being open about it. ConI have done every- gratulations on that.
thing I could
It is extremely important
to raise them that you come to terms with
both
with your own feelings about homogood morals sexuality. It is not uncommon
and provide for the parents of a gay child
them with a to feel guilt or shame, when
good educa- in truth, it has nothing to do
tion.
with the quality of their parfew enting and everything to do with
A
weeks ago, genetics.
Your wisest move at this
Dear Abby Dallas confided in me point would be to contact
she's PFLAG (Parents and Friends
that
By Abigail
attracted to of Lesbians and Gays), and
Van Buren
girls, and join one of its many support
has a long-distance relation- groups. Once you do, you will
ship with a girl in a different find it enormously helpful. Constate. It came as a shock, but tact it by calling (202) 467I have tried to understand so 8180, or check the Web site
that she doesn't feel bad about at www.pflag.org.
it. I'm hoping this is just a
I have recently learned about
phase she's going through and another helpful resource for parthat it will pass -- but if it ents of younger children who
doesn't, I'll do my best to deal exhibit gender-variant behavwith it.
ior and interests. It's the ChilMy problem is that Dallas dren's National Medical Ceninsists on letting everyone know ter, which offers a booklet
about her orientation. She even titled "If You Are Concerned
wears jewelry with the rain- About Your Child's Gender
bow colors. I keep trying to Behaviors." It can be downmake her understand that this loaded
from
is HER business, and it's not www.dcchildrens.corn/gendersomething she should make variance in either English or
public, but she responds by Spanish. It can also be ordered
asking me if I'm ashamed of by writing CNMC, 1 1 I Michiher. (I always reply, "Of course gan Ave. N.W., Washington,
not.")
D.C. 20010.
Am I wrong by telling her
In addition to the booklet,
that? What's the correct way the Children's National Medto deal with this? -- CON- ical Center's outreach program
FUSED PARENT, ARLING- provides clinical mental health
TON, VA.
services and referrals to other
DEAR CONFUSED: It is knowledgeable professionals, a
a compliment to you that your free monthly support group for
daughter trusts you enough to parents and children, an online
be open with you about her discussion group for parents,
sexual orientation. Many gay and a Web page with inforteens -- and younger children mation for both parents and pro-- are so afraid they'll disap- fessionals.
point their parents by disclosing they are "different" that they
don't talk about it.
What your daughter needs West dealer
right now is to know that you Both sides Nulnerable.
NORTH
love and approve of her. You

MOTHER
FAIAtiN
D455 INTO
THE MORAL
LOW&RGUND
AND
DECLARES tr...

1 Not allow
4 Priors superior

9 Sailor's word
12 In time gone by
13 Blush makeup
14 Topaz or opal
15 Behavior
pattern
17 Trios times two
19 Topo map info
21 LAX guess
22 Political tract
25 Pack down
29 Chinese poet
—Po
30 Window ledges
32 Writer — Seton
33 Corricla cry
35 Ribs, slangily
37 Rubble-maker
38 Pass the cards
out
40 Far East nurses
42 Contented sigh
43 Mex. miss
44 Eases the way
46 Some MOs

SO YOU DON'T HAVE TO
SEND OUT °CHANGE OF
ADDRESS' CARPS..

area. Detours have been
marked.
A recommendation has been
received by Dr. Constantine
Curris, president of Murray
State University, that the Murray University School be discontinued in its present form
after this year.
Births reported include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. David
Burkeen, Feb. 19.
40 years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Wade Crick on Rt. I. Alm°,
was damaged by fire on March
12. The interior of the home
and all of its contents were
destroyed.
Airman Thomas 0. White,
USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. R.
Clifford White, is serving
aboard the Attack Aircraft Carrier USS Independence on a
post-overhaul cruise to the Virgin Islands in the Caribbean.
Rue Beal spoke about "Seeding Annuals and Cuttings" at
a meeting of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
50 years ago
Local telephone service is
crippled by the walkout of
local telephone operators who
are participating in a southwide strike by the union for
Southern Bell Telephone Company. Beginning yesterday, calls
were taken only on an emergency basis; however long distance calls were filled promptly.
Dr. Hugh McElrath was
speaker and Murray Training
School Orchestra, directed by
Dr. Josiah Darnall, presented
musical numbers at a meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. March
15, the 74th day of 2005.
There are 291 days left in the
year.
West led his singleton club, taken
Today's Highlight in Hisby South with the ace. Most declartory:
ers
three rounds oftrumps,
On March 15, 1919, the
•KQJ
overtakiie third round with the
•8 3
ace aftq'
ps divided 3-2.
American Legion was found•AQJ 104
'
Next time The, nine of diamonds,
ed, in Paris.
•I0 72
which he and aniolVr diamond to
On this date:
WEST
the ten. When FACil showed out,
In 1493, Christopher Colum•6 3 2
South was in trouble. There was no
•A J 9 7 5
way to return to his hand to repeat
bus returned to Spain, con•K 6 5 2
the diamond finesse, so these declarcluding his first voyage to the
*4
ers tried leading a heart to the king.
Western Hemisphere.
SOUTH
West won and led a heart to East's
In 1913, President Wilson
•A 9 8 75
quern. and East cashed two clubs to
,K 10
defeat the contract.
held the first open presiden•9 8 3
The declarers who failed were
tial news conference.
•A 93
naturally disappointed by the result.
In 1944, during WWII,
The bidding
Once the nine of diamonds held, they
Allied bombers again raided
West
North
East
South
no doubt thought they were going to
Pass
Pass
I•
1•
German-held Monte Cassino.
score at least 11 tricks -- 12 if East
Pass
Pass
2•
4•
had the ace of hearts.
In 1956, the Lerner and
Opening lead - four of clubs.
At two of the tables, though, the
Loewe musical"My Fair Lady"
A player who, hand after hand, declarers found a way to improve on
opened on Broadway.
gives himself the best possible their chances if the cards were
chance to make his contract is known
In 1964. actress Elizabeth
divided as they were. In these two
in bridge circles as a technician. The
cases, the technicians ably demonTaylor married actor Richard
technician always plays his cards in
strated their craft.
Burton in Montreal: it was her
the right order and in accordance
After taking the first club, the
fifth marriage, his second.
with the percentages to give himself successful declarers led a diamond to
In 1975, Greek shipping
the maximum chance for success.
the ten at trick two. Then they played
Consider this case from a district
the K-Q-J of trumps. overtaking with . magnate Aristotle Onassis died
final of the 2005 North American
the ace. The nine of diamonds, folnear Paris at age 69.
Open Pairs. North-South bid aggres- lowed by a diamond to the jack, now
In 1977, the U.S. House of
sively to reach a touch-and-go four- allowed declarer to score five diaRepresentatives began a 90spade contract that depended essenmond tricks and finish with II tricks
tially on a diamond finesse.
in all.
day test to determine the feasibility of showing its sessions
Tomorrow: The art of good defense
t'2X)5 King Features Syncitcate Inc
on television.

ACROSS

ACTUALLY, YOU'RE ONLY GOING
TO BE STAYING WITH US
FOR A FEW DAYS..

10 years ago
Kesia Bennett, daughter of
Don and lean Bennett, and
Tracy Pervine, daughter of Bob
and Teresa Pervine, seniors at
Murray High School, have been
named as National Merit Scholarship semi-finalists for 1995.
Murray State University
Racers will play North Carolina in the NCAA Basketball
Southeast Regional Tournament
at Tallahassee, Fla., March 17.
Graves County Lady Lakers won 51-41 over Marshall
County Lady Marshals to win
the First Regional High School
Basketball Tournament played
at Murray State University
Racer Arena.
20 years ago
Murray Branch of American Association of University
Women honored the top senior girls of Calloway County
and Murray High Schools at
a reception. Calloway seniors
were Emily Dunn, Tracey
Brown, JoAnna Herndon, Janna
Hopkins, Molly Imes, Rebecca Jones, Lisa Kiser, Jody Lambert, Rhonda York and Renee
Young. Murray seniors were
Ramona Burnley, Lillian Olazabel, Bekah Brock, Kelly Chilcutt, Kim Greer, Ann Harcourt,
Shelly Howell, Suzanne Meeks,
Alicia Nunnally and Amy Roos.
Births reported include a
girl to Teresa and Don Teague,
March 8.
30 years ago
Kentucky Highway 121
North bridge over the west
fork of Clarks River between
Stella and Coldwater in the
Sherwood Potts bottom, • has
been closed to traffic due to
settlement in the substructure
apparently due to under
mining, according to Kentucky Highway Department
officials. The heavy rains on
March 12 caused water to be
very high over the road in the
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Judge's gay marriage ruling foreshadows Town & Gown
vigorous constitutional fight in California VW McNutt nsurdlitt
line on the fire of the pro-mar- state.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
The two groups opposed to
A judge has opened the way for riage movement in California as
country,"
the
of
rest
marriage rights — The
the
gay
as
well
state
populous
the nation's most
California
for
Campaign
to follow Massachusetts in Stayer said.
on 22
Propositi
the
and
Families
marsame-sex
tie
of
to
Supporters
allowing same-sex couples
n
the knot, but both sides in the riage said they are prepared for a Legal Defense and Educatio
a
Californi
that
argued
—
Fund
but
process,
debate predicted a vigorous lengthy appeal
in
interest
e
legitimat
a
has
an
as
ruling
Kramer's
first.
described
fight
court
to oppositeCounty unqualified victory. They com- restricting marriage
Francisco
San
of encourway
a
as
couples
sex
state
1948
the
to
it
Superior Court Judge Richard pared
on.
procreati
aging
that
decision
Court
Supreme
that
Kramer ruled Monday
Kramer disagreed.
while withholding marriage made California the first state to
marriage.
l
interracia
legalize
"One does not have to be
licenses from gays and lesbians
imporan
is
ruling
in order to procreate,
conit
married
quo,
"Today's
status
the
been
has
stitutes discrimination the state tant step toward a more fair and nor does one have to procreate
just California that rejects dis- in order to be married," he
can no longer justify.
crimination and affirms family wrote."Thus, no legitimate state
denial
d
"The state's protracte
fami- interest to justify the preclusion
of equal protection cannot be values for all California
City ,of same-sex marriage can be
o
Francisc
San
lies."
such
justified simply because
found."
constitutional violation has Attorney Dennis Herrera said.
Kramer is the fourth trial
Jeanne Rizzo, 58, and Pali
become traditional," Kramer
coufirst
the
of
judge since August to
one
49,
court
same-sex
Cooper,
put,
wrote. "Simply
marriage cannot be prohibited ples to be denied the chance to decide that the right to marry
solely because California has marry after the Supreme Court and its attendant benefits, must
ruling last year, said they were be extended to same-sex coualways done so before."
judges have
Ushering out a social norm "basking" in Monday's decision. ples. Just as many
recently,
wpy
other
the
gone
many
have
we
know
"We
long considered sacred won't
to accept the
refusing
however,
have
we
but
us.
of
'
ahead
however.
steps
away,
right
happen
keeping gays and
Kramer's decision is stayed the opportunity to go from here argument that
marrying violates
from
lesbians
defense...
not
dignity
in
to
days
standing
60
for
automatically
All the cases
rights.
civil
their
that,"
do
allow time for appeals, and con- It is always better to
appeal.
on
are
said.
Rizzo
oppose
servative groups that
Kramer's decision came in a
The couples, represented by
same-sex marriages vowed to
of lawsuits seeking to overpair
uphold California's one woman- the National Center for Lesbian
California's statutory ban
turn
the
and
Legal
laws.
marriage
one man
Rights, Lambda
marriage. They were
gay
"For a single judge to. rule American Civil Liberties Union, on
by the city of San
brought
mardenying
there is no conceivable purpose had argued that
and a dozen same-sex
Francisco
viocouples
-sex
same
to
riage
one
as
for preserving marriage
March, after the
last
couples
man and one woman is mind- lated their civil rights.
Court halted
Supreme
a
Californi
latest
the
Monday's ruling is
boggling." said Liberty Counsel
spree
marriage
k
four-wee
the
President Mathew Stayer, whose development in a national
initiated
Newsom
Gavin
Mayor
group represents the Campaign debate on the legality and moralwhen he directed city officials to
for California Families, one of ity of same-sex marriage that
marriage licenses to gays
issue
two organizations that joined the has been raging since 2003,,
in defiance of state
lesbians
and
in
court
office
highest
when the
state's attorney general's
law.
in defending California's exist- Massachusetts decided that
The California lawsuits have
denying gay couples the right to
ing laws.
closely watched because of
been
that
in
utional
unconstit
was
wed
"This decision will be gaso-

San Francisco's historical role
as a gay rights battleground. The
state has the highest percentage
of same-sex partners in the
nation, and its Legislature has
gone further than any other in
voluntarily providing gay couples the perks of marriage without a court order.
Assemblyman Ray Haynes, a
the
Republican, predicted
judge's ruling would spur efforts
to amend the state Constitution
to ban gay nuptials, as was done
in 13 other states last year.
Haynes has introduced a bill
to place such a constitutional
amendment on the November
ballot, but if the Democrat-controlled Legislature defeats it, he
said gay marriage opponents
would accomplish the task
themselves by petition.
"This ruling demonstrates
absolutely what we have to do,
which is to amend the
Constitution so that we can take
the question out of the hands of
any judge anywhere at any
time," he said.
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
said Monday he doesn't "believe
in gay marriage" but would not
favor amending the 'state constitution if the high court upholds
Kramer's decision.
"I think that this will be now
going eventually to the Supreme
Court in California, and we will
see what the decision is," he said
in an interview on MSNBC's
"Hardball." "And whatever that
decision is, we will stay by that,
because I believe in abiding by
the law and sticking with the
law."
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Insurance Agency, and Mike Young, agent, are pictured with Posey as McNutt Insurance Agency rejoined as 2005 members of the Town and Gown partnerhsip with Murray State Unviersity.

Sunroof shooter kills three,
y
in Dallas toda
wounds one
at a
waiting
officer
police
A
in
a
man
A
—

DALLAS(AP)
Jaguar stood up through the sun- traffic light at the intersection
roof and opened fire with an witnessed the shootings and
assault rifle on another vehicle stopped to help when the second
early Tuesday, killing three men car crashed, police Sgt. Gil
and critically wounding a fourth. Cerda said. Police policy prohibited the officer from pursuing
police said.
Authorities were searching the fleeing vehicle because he
for the gunman, whose car was already had a prisoner from an
described as a white or silver unrelated case in his back seat,
roads
rural
on
Jaguar with fancy wheels, said Geron said.
vehicle travel
non-Interstate roads.
No motive has been deterand
Cpl. Max Geron, a Dallas police
percent
27
by
increased
largest
the
with
•The states
but the shooting hapmined,
n.
spokesma
rural
on
travel
truck
number of rural, non-Interstate commercial
after a fight was
soon
pened
happened
s
shooting
The
traffic deaths between 1999 and roads increased by 32 percent.
reported at a nearby bar. A car
highway
a
on
a.m.
2
about
people
III About 60 million
2003 were Texas, California,
frontage road near the Southern reported at the bar resembled the
Florida, North Carolina and live in rural communities, or 21 Methodist University campus.
one from which the shots were
percent of the nation's populaPennsylvania.
tired, Geron said.
II Between 1990 and 2002, tion.

Death rates higher on nation's rural,
non-Interstate roads than on etheia'routes
WASHINGTON (Al)) — accidents on all roads.
From 1990 to 2003, the fatalPeople are being killed on rural,
non-Interstate roads at more ity rate on roads other than nonthan double the rate for all other Interstate rural routes decreased
routes, a private group says, by 32 percent.
Moretti said money for road
blaming narrow roads, sharp
curves and a lack of money for safety projects is badly needed
to make rural roads safer.
safety improvements,
Congress is currently workMore than half of traffic
on reauthorizing a new longing
the
deaths — 52 percent — in
federal surface transportaterm
and
1999
between
States
United
program, which may
tion
2003 happened on rural, nonfunding available for
increase
,
highways
and
roads
Interstate
according to a study released by safety improvements. The curThe Road Information Program. rent program expires at the end
Traffic on these roads accounted of May.
The study also found:
for only 28 percent of travel.'
III Arizona. Florida, South
In 2003, there were 2.72
and
Montana
,
Carolina
miles
deaths per 100 million
traveled on non-Interstate rural Kentucky had the highest rates
roads compared with .99 deaths of traffic fatalities per 100 milper 100 million miles on all lion miles of travel on rural,
other roads.
"Rural drivers are being put
at an unacceptable risk because
many of these roads lack desirable safety features," said Frank
Moretti, research and policy
director of the private transportation research group.
Narrow lanes, limited shoulWritten by Bob Rouse
ders, sharp curves, pavement
Illustrated by Frank Yates
drop-offs and roadside hazards
CHAPTER 9
such as trees and utility poles,
Brain Freeze, a 10-chapter
are dangerous for drivers.
serial story, is part of a
The majority of rural traffic statewide literacy prvject led by
when the Kentucky Press Association
happen
accidents
motorists leave their lane and and sponsored by LG&E/KU
either strike something off the Foundation.
road, or collide with a car travelThe story so far: Faced with
ing in the opposite direction, the losing their school, a team of
study said.
students and their teacher try to
The study reported an aver- win a scavenger hunt. The prize:
age of 22.127 traffic fatalities a rap star's school-sized maneach year on rural, non- sion!
Interstate roads between 1999
"Sixty-something years ago
and 2003; in that same period, was World War II," Myron said.
there was an average of 42,301 "And I remember there being a
people killed each year in traffic memorial in Washington, D.C. I
bet that's the answer.. Check out
the flight times to D.C.. Tish."
Latisha was shaking her
head. "I don't know Myron. I
don't think FreeZee would send
us to the same place twice - am
I right?"
The Goldenrod team was at
the Eastern Carolina Airport,
ready to fly to their next destination after solving the latest clue.
LOCAT:ON
Y
WESTERN KENTUCK
FreeZee was with them, but
only as an observer. "I'm not
•Free In-Home Estimates
*Financing Available
sayin'." he said. "This is your
game with your reward."
•Window Blinds
Nathan reread the clue. "I
•Professional Installation
think you're right, Myron," he
•100% Satisfaction Guarantee
said. "I remember reading in the
*All Mator Brands of Ceramic.
,
Hardwood
Vinyl,
newspaper that so many old solCarpet,
diers are going to visit the World
Laminate and Commercial
War II Memorial."
Floonng
Latisha wasn't sure. "But
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR 1.0
what about the words 'the day' in
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATF
the clue?" She looked at Amber
Office:(866) 936-66nn
to back her up.
cot (270) 293-8081
"I can't help you," Amber
www.Shr '
said. "I don't know anything
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man asked.
about war and don't want to."
D-Day - duh! How did we not
looked
Roosevelt
Ms.
of that? Latisha wondered.
think
FreeZee,
Like
table.
uncomfor
she couldn't help solve the clue. "Yes, sir, that's it."
"Well, lots of guys in the DAfter Latisha •:earched the
Internet for the earliest flight to Day landing visit the World War
Washington, Ms. Roosevelt II Memorial," the man said.
Latisha breathed a sigh of
bought the tickets. As the•group
relief.
plane,
the
stood in line to board
"But the best place to go is
Latisha looked nervous. "I hope
D-Day Museum in • New
the
town."
we're going to the right
Orleans," he said. "Have you all
she said under her breath.
The students from Limestone been there?"
"No sir, but we, uh, will soon.
did not know when the scavenger hunt would end, but they Thanks!" Latisha said and hurthought it was soon. Mr. Lopez ried back to her seat.
After Latisha told her teamhad told Ms. Roosevelt that
what the old soldier said,
mates
within
again
school would start
Myron read the clue aloud.
days.
Each student knew only that "We're going to the wrong city!"
at this point in the game, they he said, covering his eyes with
his hand. "I should have listened
could not make any mistakes.
During the flight. Latisha to you, Tish."
"I got brain freeze!" Nathan
decided to act. She walked
"The kind where you
moaned.
the
scanning
aisle,
the
down
faces and clothes of the other stop thinking when you think
passengers. She stopped at Row you know the answer."
"Nathan, we all make mis22 and looked at the man in Seat
Ms. Roosevelt said,
takes,"
a
you
Are
sir.
A. "Excuse me,
checking her watch. "We land
veteran?"
The question didn't need to just before one. Surely we can
be asked. The man was wearing get a flight to New Orleans this
a cap with the words "WWII afternoon."
"The D-Day Museum closes
vet" and "34th Infantry," along
with other military pins. "Why, at five," Amber said, looking up
yes. young lady. I'm a veteran." from the laptop.
By the time the jet started its
hesitated. "My
Latiiha
Latisha had booked six
descent.
a
doing
uh.
friends and I are.
school project, and pan of it is seats on a 2:15 flight to New
about World War II," she said. Orleans. "The flight takes two
"Are you going to Washington hours and 40 minutes. though,"
she said. "We can't make it by
to visit the memorial?"
five!"
"I am indeed."
The kids looked defeated.
"We're trying to learn about
Ms.
Roosevelt and FreeZee,
war."
the one big day in that
"Do you mean D-Day?" the who had known it was a mistake

to return to D.C., had a sick look
on their faces.
"But wait," Myron said, lifting his head from the fold-down
tray. "New Orleans is on Central
time. We've got an extra hour!"
to
flight
the
During
Louisiana, Ms. Roosevelt called
a cab company and arranged for
a van to meet the group at the
airport. FreeZee took the phone,
though, and upgraded the cab to
a limo.
The rapper also talked to the
students about D-Day. "The
United States and other countries sent 175,000 men across
the English Channel to fight the
Nazis in France," he explained.
"It was an awful, bloody day,
but it turned the war in our
favor."
"That must've been cool - all
those boats and planes and
guns." Myron said.
"Nothin cool about dyin
said.
FreeZee
Myron."
"Thousands of men gave up
their lives. Thousands."
The limo stopped in front of
the National D-Day Museum at

•op a'..

•a•Pr grit

UP,41110.

4:50 p.m.. and the group quickly
entered the building.
"Do we still need to send you
a picture, FreeZee?" Amber
asked.
"Yeah, let's make it official,"
he said.
As Myron, Nathan, and
Latisha read about the "Higgins
boat" on display - the type of
boat that took soldiers to the
beach on D-Day - Amber took a
picture and sent it to FreeZee. "I
think we should come back
tomorrow and learn more." she
said.
"You'll have time," FreeZee
said. "The clue in today's TimesPicayune is your last one."
Each week, a rap cluefor the
story's scavenger hunt will
appear in Classified section of
the Murray Ledger & Times.
Bob ,ouse is a writer in
Midway! Frank Yates, who died
Jan. 22, was an artist for the
Herald-Leader." For classroom
activities to use with this story
go to www.kypress.com.
Brought to you by: LG&E
Foundation and Kentucky
Press Association.

